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KTC milling,
paving work
planned for
U.S. 641 N
Special to the Ledger
A contractor tor the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet plans
milling and pat. int: along U.S.
641 in northern Calloway
County with work starting
Saturday, Oct. 16. according to
Keith Todd. public information
officer for the Kentucky
Tran.sportation
Cabinet's
District One and Two.
The project
runs
along
U.S. 641 trom
K N.'
near
1429/Coles
Campground
Road at mile
point
11.7
northward to
near
KY
1824/Flint
Road.
''Prep work such as removing
pavement markers and clearing
shoulders is expected to start on
Saturday. Milling along this
section of U.S. 641 north of
Murray is expected to start on
Tuesday, Oct. 19, followed by
asphalt paving to start on
Wednesday. Oct 20." he said.
The work is expected to take
about a week to complete.
weather permitting.
Motorists should us.e appropriate caution in the work zone
where equipment. naggers, and
construction personnel will on
the roadway in close proximity
to traffic flow. Todd added.
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Dailv Forecast
By The Associated Press
Thursday Sunny Highs in
the lower 70s. Northwest winds
around 10 mph.
Thursday
night.. Clear.
Lows in the mid 40s. West
winds around 5 mph
Friday...Sunny. Highs in the
lowet 70s. Northwest winds
around 10 mph.
Friday night...Clear. Lows
around 40 North winds around
5 mph
Saturday . Sunny Highs in
the mid 70s
Saturday night Clear Lows
in the mid 40s
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A closer
• analysis of
documents
underway

They're all out,

States' probe
of foreclosures
could force
reforms

AP Photd'Alex ihanez. Chilean Presidential Press Office
In this photo released by the Chilean Presidential Press Office, the last miner to be rescued, Luis Urzua. center, gestures as Chile's President Sebastian Pinera. right, looks on after his rescue from the collapsed San Jose gold and copper mine where he had been trapped with 32 other miners for more than two months near Copiapo, Chile. Wednesday
Oct. 13. The 69-day underground ordeal reached its end Wednesday night after 33 trapped miners were hauled up in a
cage through a narrow hole drilled through 2,000 feet of rock.

33 miners raised safely in Chile rescue
By MICHAEL WARREN
Associated Press Writer
AN JOSE MINE. Chile (AP, —
The longest underground nightmare in history ended safely — and
taster than anyone expected.
In a flawless operation that unfolded
before a hopeful. transfixed world, 33
miners who were trapped for more than
two months deep beneath the Chilean
earth were raised one by one Vv'edncsday
through a smooth-walled shaft rock.
The last man out was the one who held
the group together when they were feared

shift foreman named Luis Urzua
who enforced tight rations of their limited
food and supplies before help could
arrive.
"We have done what the entire world
was waiting for," he said immediately
after his rescue."We had strength, we had
spirit. we wanted to fight. we wanted to
tight for our families, and that was the
greatest thing."
Not even a full 24 hours after the rescue
began. Urzua made the 2,041-fcxff ascent
in a rescue capsule called Phoenix and
emerged from manhole-sized opening in
10St, d

the ground to a joyous celebration of confetti. balloons and champagne.
President Sebastian Pinera told him:
"You are not the same. and the country is
not the same after this. You were an inspiration. Go hug your wife and your daughter." With hardhats held to their hearts, the
pair led a joyous crowd in singing the
national anthem.
The first rescue woiker down was last
up — Manuel Gonzalez, a mine rescue
expert with Chile's state-owned Codelco

•See Page 3A
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By ALAN Z1BEL
and CUFtT ANDERSON
Associated Press Writers
WASHINGTON I AP1
A
joint investigation by every
state and the District of
Columbia could force mortgage
companies to settle allegatims
that they used flawed documents to foreclose on hundreds
of thousands of homeowners.
It could take months, at kast.
for any' settlement to be reached.
But legal experts say lenders
could be forced to accept an
independent monitor to ensure
they follow state foreclosure
laws. The banks could also be
subject to financial penalties
and be forced to pay sonte people whose foreclosures were
improperly hanciled.
For banks. "the most efficient
way for them to get out from
under this is to settle across the
board," said Kathleen Engel. a
law professor at Suffolk
University in Boston.
Employees of several major
lenders have acknowledged in
depositions that they signed
thousands of foreclosure documents without reading them as
required by state LAWS.
"This is not simply about a
glitch in paperwork." Iowa
Attorney General Torn Miller,
who's leading the probe
announced Wednesday. said in a
statement. "It's also about some
companies violating the law and
many people losing their
homes."
At a news conference. Miller
said the states might be open to
alternatives to financial penalties for the banks. They might,
for example. agree instead to
have lenders step up their efforts
to help people reduce their loan
payments so they can avoid
foreclosure.

•See Page 3A

Playhouse forms
senior acting troupe
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HAWKINS EAGUE Ledger & Times
Playhouse in the Park Director Lisa Cope, standing at left, speak.s to regulars at the MurrayCalloway County Senior Center Wednesday about starting a senior theatre troupe to perform radio plays and similar works. At right is the senior center's activities director. Teri
Cobb.

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Playhouse in the Park's ncw
senior citizen acting troupe is
looking to prove that havirg
tun is more important than
memorizing lines.
Playhouse director Lisa Cope
met with a group of about 20
regulars of the MurrayCalloway
County Senior
Center Wednesday, to organize
future performances of radio
dramas. She said she had
received a few calls from people who were interested. but
still only expected about 10 to
show up. so she was very

pleased with the turnout.
Everyone crowded around a
table to hear Cope explain her
concept of what the troupe
could become.
Cope said she got the idea for
starting a senior troupe during
a theatre conference in lowa.
At the conference. attendees
watched a video of a gmup of
seniors performing a radio play
at the Iowa State Fair in front
of an enthrailed audience. She
said she knew right then that
this was something in which
Murray anti Calloway County

See Page 2A
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Each year, thousands of women and ever some men are
diagnosed with breast cancer. Usualfy, the earlier the disease is
caught and treated, the better the patient's chance of survival.
Folle-w these prrvention tips to fight breast cancer:
Eat the right foods: Fruits such as strawberries,
blueberries and grapes, and vegetables such as
cabbage, broccoli and cauliflower contain antioxidants
including vitamin C, vitamin E, carotenoids, and other
phytochemicals that can help prevent cancer. Omega-3
fats (salmon. mackerel, sardines. trout, and herring) and
monounsaturated oils (canola, olive oil, nuts, seeds, and
avocados), have powerful anti-cancer properties. Follow
a diet primarily made up of unprocessed, whole foods
that are free of inflammation-inducing additives such as
excess salt, sugars and trans-fats.
Quit smoking.

Perform a monthly breast self-examination; look for changes
in breast size, position or color.
Have a yearly mammogram after the age of 40 or if your risk
factors are high.
Maintain a healthy body weight: Maintain a BMI (body
mass index) of less than 25, as an elevated BMI rnay
increase the risk of post-menopausal breast cancer.
Exercise regularly: Participating in physical activity for
30 minutes per day provides powerful protection
against breast cancer.
Lower stress levels: Mind-body approaches such as
healing meditation and other stress-relief measures
can improve clinical outcomes.

rt.,...../iedge is the most effective means of detecting and defeating breast cancer.
the facts. Beat the odds. Don't delay. Schedule your mammogram today!
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But you can't win the battle if you won't fight. Learn
self-examination; get regular mammography,and tell
someone.

October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month
Practice regular self-exams, schedule regular
mammograms and learn the facts.
11\ .

You are the most powerful weapon in the fight against
breast cancer.
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Breast cancer still accounts for nearly 17, of all cancer,
and almost fiv; of all deaths from cancer. Still, we're
winning the battle against this insidious disease.
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33 miners raised...
From Front
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copper company, talked the men
through the final hours inside
the mine. Then, he spent 26
minutes alone down below
before he strapped himself into
the capsule for the ride up. He
reached the surface at 12:32
a.m. Thursday local time to
hugs from his comrades and
Pinera.
'The rescue exceeded expectations every step of the way.
Officials first said it might be
four months before they could
get the men out: it turned out to
be 69 days and about 8 hours.
Once the escape tunnel was
finished, they estimated it
would take 36 to 48 hours to get
all the miners to the surface.
That got faster as the operation
went along, and all the miners
were safely above ground in 22
hours, 37 minutes.
The crowd in "Camp Hope."
down a hill from the escape
shaft. set off confetti, released
balloons and sprayed champagne as Urzua's capsule surfaced, joining in a rousing miners' cheer. In the capital of
Santiago, hundreds gathered in
Plaza Italia, waving flags and
chanting victory slogans in the
miners' honor.
In nearby Copiapo. about
30/0 people gathered in the
town square, where a huge
screen broadcast live footage of
the rescue. The exuberant crowd
waved Chilean flags of all sizes
and blew on red vuvuzelas
cars drove around the plaza
honking their horns, their drivers yelling,"Long live Chile!"
"The miners are our heroes,"
said teary-eyed Copiapo resident Maria Guzman, 45.
One by one throughout the
day. the men had emerged to the
cheers of exuberant Chileans
and before the eyes of a transfixed globe. While the operation
picked up speed as the day went
on, each miner was greeted with
the same boisterous applause
from rescuers.
"Welcome to life." Pinera told
Victor Segovia. the 15th miner
out. On a day of superlatives, it
seemed no overstatement.
They rejoined a world intensely curious about their ordeal,

and certain to offer fame and
jobs. Previously unimaginable
riches awaited •men who had
risked their lives going into the
unstable gold and copper mine
for about $1,6(X1 a month.
'The miners made the smooth
ascent inside the Phoenix capsule — 13 feet tall, barely wider
than their shoulders and painted
in the white, blue and red of the
Chilean flag. It had a door that
stuck occasionally. and some
wheels had to be replaced, but it
worked exactly as planned.
midnight
Beginning
at
Tueday. and sometimes as
quickly as every 25 minutes, the
pod was lowered the nearly
half-mile to where 700,000 tons
of rock collapsed Aug. 5 and
entombed the men.
Then, after a quick pep talk
from rescue workers who had
descended into the mine. a
miner would climb in, make the
journey upward and emerge
from a manhole into blinding
light.
The rescue was planned with
extreme care. The miners were
monitored by video on the way.
up for any sign of panic. 'They
had oxygen masks. dark glasses
to protect their eyes and
sweaters for the jarring transition from subterranean swelter
to chilly desert air.
As they neared the surface, a
camera attached to the top of the
capsule showed a brilliant white
piercing the darkness not unlike
survivors
accident
what
describe when they have neardeath experiences.
The miners emerged looking
healthier than many had expected and even clean-shaven.
Several thrust their fists upward
like prizefighters, and Mario
Sepulveda, the second to taste
freedom, bounded out and led
his rescuers in a rousing cheer.
Franklin Lobos, who played for
the Chilean national soccer team
in the 1980s. briefly bounced a
ball on his foot and knee.
"We have prayed fo San
Lorenzo, the patron saint of
miners, and to many other saints
so that my brothers Florencio
and Renan would come out of
the mine all right. It is as if they
had been born again." said
Priscila Avalos. One of her

From Front
residents would enjoy taking
part.
Cope said the thought of
memorizing lines scares a lot of
people and keeps some older
people from auditioning for
Playhouse shows. With the senior troupe. members will have
the script in front of them so
they. can focus entirely on their
performances. Since the actors
will also be using microphones,
they also won't need to have
strong voices and speak loudly.
Cope said. She said they will
also have the fun of creating
AP Photo
effects. which might be
sound
the
video,
Manuel
Gonzelez,
In this screen grab taken from
something anyone who didn't
last of six rescue workers who talked the 33 trapped miners
feel comfortable speaking in
through the final hows, takes a bow inside the San Jose Mine
front of a crowd could do.
near Copiapo, Chile, before ascending to the surface
Cope said ihere is another
Wednesday, Oct. 13.
considerable advantage to performing radio plays: They are
brothers was the first miner res- XVI said in Spanish that he much cheaper than traditional
cued, and the other came out "continues with hope to entrust stage shows. She said that for
to God's goodness" the fate of most the Playhouse's regular
Wednesday evening.
Minister
Jaime the men. Iran's state English- season shows, the rights for the
Health
Manalich said some of the min- language Press TV followed show can cost between $1,500
ers probably will be able to events live for a time. Crews and $2.000. Many radio dramas.
leave the hospital Tbursday — from Russia, Japan anti North
earlier than projected — but Korean state TV were at the
many had been unable to sleep, mine.
'The iniages beamed to the
wanted to talk with families and
were extraordinary
were anxious. One was treated world
From Front
for pneumonia, and two needed Grainy footage from the mine
The document problems could
chamber showed each man
dental work.
downturn if
"'They are not ready to have a climbing into the capsule, then prolong the housing
buyers
become
home
many
upward
through
an
disappearing
the
last
of
motnent's rest until
unwilling to purchase foretheir colleagues is out," he said. opening.
Among the first rescued was closed homes. But for a few
As it traveled down and up,
youngest miner. Jimmy months anyway, the problems
rescue
capsule
the
and
up,
the
down
was not rotating as much inside Sanchez, at 19 the father of a could help prop up prices.
the escape shaft as officials months-old baby. Two hours because fewer low-priced foreexpected, allowing for faster later came the oldest. Mario closed homes will be for sale.
Analysts don't expect many
Gomez, 63. who suffers from a
trips.
The first man out was lung disease common to miners people who lost homes to foreFlorencio Avalos, who emerged and had been on antibiotics closure to recover them.
Lenders seized more U.S.
from the missile-like chamber inside the mine. He dropped to
and hugged his sobbing 7-year- his knees after he emerged. homes this summer than in any
old son, his wife and the Chilean bowed his head in prayer and three-month stretch since the
clutched the Chilean flag.
president.
housing market began to bust in
Gomez's
wife, Lilianett 2(106, according to data released
No one in recorded history' has
survived as long trapped under- Ramirez, pulled him up from the Thursday by RealtyTrac Inc.. a
ground. For the first 17 days, no ground .and embraced him. The foreclosure listing service. But
one even knew whether they couple had talked by video once many of the foreclosures may be
were alive. in the weeks that fol- a week, and she said that he had challenged in court because of
lowed. the world was captivated repeated the promise he made to the allegations of flawed docuher in his initial letter from ments.
by their endurance and unity.
News channels from North inside the mine: He would marry
Banks have seized more than
America to Europe and the her properly in a church wed- 816010 homes through the first
Middle East earned live cover7 ding, followed by the honey- nine months of the year. They
age of the rescue. Pope Benedict moon they never had.
had been on pace to seize 1.2

on the other hand, are in the
public domain and can be easily
found on the Internet for free.
The fact that sets aren't needed
for the performances only adds •
to the cheapness. she said.
Cope said that once the troupe
gets used to performing. there is
no reason they can't move
toward other types of readers' •
plays. Playhouse regular Terry
Little added that there are many
Broadway plays that have been
condensed into radio shows
about an hour in length.
The group decided to meet at
2:30 p.m. on Mondays and
began rehearsing a sample script
right away. People took tums
reading from an episode of the
1940s radio comedy "The
Bickersons" called "John's
Operation," in which a woman
named Blanche keeps her husband, John, awake all night
before an operation with her
various worries and complaints.
Judging by the laughter in the
room, the group should have no
problem finding an audience
when they're ready.

IIII Foreclosures...
million by the end of 2010. But
fewer are expected now that ;
several major lenders have :
begun to respond to pressure t
from state and federal officials.
They have done so by suspend- ;
ing some foreclosures and sales ;
of repossessed homes until they t
can sort out the foreclosure-doc- •
uments mess.
•
JPMorgan Chase & Co. said ;
Wednesday it would extend its
review of its foreclosure cases.
to 41 states — doubling the
number of its cases under .!
review to 115,000. JPMorgan •
had previously said it was halt- ^.
ing foreclosures in the 23 states'
where foreclosures must be
approved by a judge
This week, GMAC Mortgage. .
a unit of Ally Financial Inc..
said it had hired legal and
accounting .
firms to review its
foreclosure procedures bi
states. GMAC has halted tome foreclosures in 23 states. Bank
of America has done so in all •
50.
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Obituaries
Herbert Boyle
Herbert Boy le. 88, of Murray, died Thursday. Oct. 14, 2010. at
2:15 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Arrangements

www.mi

are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Floyd B. Dawson

4
.
1\1

Floyd B. Dawson. 72, of Benton, died Thursday, Oct. 14, 2010.
at 3:34 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Arrangements are incomplete at Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral
Home.

Sammye Wilkerson Franklin

Justin Kimbro / Special to the Ledger

Manger
Breaking ground for a renovated sales and service facility at Toyota of Murray are, from left, Andy Gupton, Project
President
with W.D. Steele Construction, Larry Wiedemann,Area Sales Manager for Toyota Financial Services, Danny SteeleMary Taylor, owner
of W.D. Steele Construction, Dwain Taylor, owner of Toyota of Murray. Andy Foley, General Sales Manger,
of Toyota of Murray, and Yaz Uernatsu, Dealer Facilities Manager for Toyota Motor Sales USA.

Toyota breaks ground for new Murray facility
Special to the Ledger
Toyota ot Murray celebrated
the beginning cif construction
for expanded facilities in
Murray at the facility on south
U.S. 641 in Murray. With city
and county leaders and corpofrom
representatives
rate
Toyota, a ceremonial groundbreaking was held at 11 a.m. on
Wednesday.
The renovated building will
include increased office, sales
and display space and an
improved service facility.
Commerce
of
Chamber
Executive Director Lance

Allison expressed appreciation expansion," said Andy Foley,
for "the Taylor family and sales manager, as he addressed
Toyota for their continuing the crowd of more than 80.
investment in Murray and "This represents a new opportunity for us to offer new financCalloway County."
Dwain Taylor, representing ing arrangements, new service
the owners. expressed thanks to capacity and a new way of
the employees as well as the doing business. It's not just our
Toyota customers."We couldn't organization, but the whole
do this without all our Toyota Toyota culture."
Toyota of Murray has already
team, and we couldn't do with
without the support of those made arrangements for a tempofolks who are loyal to Toyota." rary sales office and a restrucOther members of the Taylor tured service departiment. Foley
family and business organiza- says there will be no significant
tion were on hand for the event. disadvantages for customers
We're excited about the during the construction, which

is being conducted by W. D.
Steele Construction. Foley also
announced the start of"Easter in
Octolx.r." the first promotional
activity to be conducted during
the constniction period.
This is the second significant
expansion for the company
since its inception as part of the
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet organization, a long-time Murray auto
sales and service company
located adjacent to the Toyota
facility.
The renovated 'main building
is expected to open to the public
in March 2011.

Sammye Wilkerson Franklin, of Lone Oak, died Tuesday, Oct
12, 2010, at 2:20 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital.
A graduate of Murray High School and Muffay State University.
majoring in Elementary Education, she was a
member of Lone Oak United Methodist Church.
Paducah/McCracken County Retired Teachers.
Lone Oak Woman's Club and a volunteer at
Hendron/Lone Oak Elementary School and Lone
Oak Elementary School. She completed more than
40 years of teaching and retired from
Hendron/Lone Oak Elementary School in
McCracken County with 26 years of service.
In addition to her parents. Robert Winston and
Lexie Hopkins Wilkerson, she was preceded in
Franklin
death by one daughter, Kelly Renee Franklin
She is survived by her husband of 48 years. Allen Franklin: one
daughter. Janece Franklin Everett and husband. Danny, DVM of
Paducah; two grandchildren, Daniel Allen Everett and Anna Grace
Everett; three sisters, Sharon Cotham and husband, Steve, Janice
Howe and husband, Red, and Robbie Key and husband. Reggie. all
of Murray; one brother-in-law. W.A. Franklin of Murray; one uncle,
Nolan Wilkerson and wife, Martha of Mayfield; and several nieces.
nephews and cousins.
Funeral services will be held Friday. Oct. 15, 2010, at 1 p.m. at
the Lone Oak Chapel Milner & Orr Funeral Home with Dr. Ben
Boone officiating. Burial will follow at the Frances Cemetery in
Crittenden County. Visitation will be after 4 p.m. today. Thursday,
Oct. 14, 2010. at the funeral home.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Lone Oak United
Methodist Church, 3835 Old U.S. Highway 45, Paducah, Ky.42003
or Lone Oak Woman's Club Scholarship Fund,c/o Marian Witt. 228
Iroquois Dr., Paducah, Ky. 42001. Online condolences may be left
at www.milnerandomcom. Arrangements are handled by the Lone
Oak Chapel Milner & aff Funeral Home.

101st Airborne member killed, was from La.

Town Crier
NOTICE
• The Calloway County Emergency Planning Committee will
meet Thursday Oct. 14, at 2 p.m_ at Calloway County FireRescue Station #1 on East Sycamore Street. The public is invited.
• Murray No. 2 Water District will flush hydrants in October. If
water is cloudy flush outside hydrant until clear.

FORT CAMPBELL, Ky. (API
- Military officials at Fon
Campbell say improvised explosives killed a U.S. Army truck driver.
Spc. Matthew C. Powell of
Slidell, L,a., was assigned to
Company A., 526th Brigade
Support Battalion, 2nd Brigade

Combat Team. 101st Airborne
Division (Air Assault).
A news release from the post

states that Powell was 20 years old
and died Oct. 12 at Kandahar
Airfield of wounds he received in
Ghunday Ghar, Afghanistan, when
his vehicle was attacked with an
explosives device.

"STOCK. MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
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A graveside service for Thelma Ross Stone, 89, formerly of
Murray, was held in Ormond Beach, Fla.
Stone died Monday, Oct. 4, 2010. in Jacksonville. Fla.
The daughter the late Heiman and Mary Ross, she was a 1938
graduate of Murray High School and attended Murray State
University. She was formerly employed by WNBS radio station.
In additign to her parents, she was preceded in death by her husband, Dwight L. Stone, who died in 1967.
She is survived by four daughters. Jan Kirsche and husband, Max
of Rockford, Ill., Cindy Brown and husband, Curtis of Jacksonville,
Gail Brookshire and husband, °avid, and Marcia Lumley and Mike
Tabb of MacClenny, Fla.; a brother, Billy I. Ross and wife. Avis
Marie of Lubbock, Texas; nine grandchildren; and 18 great-grandchildren. Online condolences may be left at www.corey-kerlin com.
Arrangements were handled by Cotey-Kerlin Funeral Home in
Jacksonville, Fla.
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Funeral services for Barbara Claudine Gipson. -79, of Calvert
City, will be held today, Thursday, Oct. 14, 2010. at 1 p.m. at
Filbeck-Cartn St King Funeral Home with the Rev. Don Wilson officiating. Burial will follow in the Marshall County Memory Gardens.
Gipson died Monday, Oct. I 1, 2010, at 6:33
p.m. at her home.
Gipson was preceded in death by her hus
Carl Woodrow 'Dub" Gipson; one daugh
Brenda Milks: two sisters, Cassie Egner and
Thorn; two brothers, James Freeman and Eug
Freeman; and one grandson, Michael Mayes.- Jr.
She is survived by six daughters, Gwen Ruch
Calvert City, Mitzie Mayes and Elaine Gipson,
both of Hardin, Diane Nelson of Benton, Nita Boaz
of Fairdealing. and Sarah West of Gilbertsville; two
Gipson
sons, Dennis Gipson of Hardin, and Steve Gipson
of Dexter; two sisters, Carolyn Lawson of Michigan and Sharon
Orta of Florida; two brothers, Wendell Freeman of Mayfield, and
Ronnie Freeman of Fairdealing: 21 grandchildren; and 31 greatgrandchildren. Arrangements are handled by. Filbeck-Cann & King
Funeral Home.
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KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) hydro generation than had been
- After increases for eight forecast.
months. starting Nov. I the
About half of TVA's power
Tennessee Valley Authority will supply comes from coal, oil and
cut residential bills between natural gas.
$3.50 and $7 due to lower-thanThe 5 percent decrease in
projected fuel costs.
November follows a total 28
The nation's largest public percent increase in the fuel cost
utility said in a statement
adjustment since March.
Wednesday that in September,
TVA supplies power to nearcoal, purchased power and gas
people in
prices were 12 percent below ly 9 million
Alabama.
Tennessee,
the predicted level. That helped
to offset demand thar was high- Mississippi, Kentucky, Georgia,
er than projected and lower North Carolina and Virginia.

1708 Olive Street
CUTE AND WELL BUILT OLDER HOME
WITH CHARM! This 3 bedroom ranch is conveniently located near Murray State University
Fenced in backyard overlooking vacant practice
field Immediate possession is available Priced
at S95.000. MLS //58059

711 \lain

1204 Dogwood Drive
1302 Story Avenue
IMMACULATE HOME! Built in 2007, CLASSIC AND WELL-MAINTAINED HOME
and
this 3 bedroom, 2 bath home features mod- This home is located tn a wonderful location carand 2 full bathrooms Newer
ern amenities, hardwood flooring. tiled has 5 bedroom,
and hardwood and tile floors on the
kitchen and bathrooms, sallied ceilings
and large master suite. Located on a nice
corner lot with pnvate backyard and back
patio Priced at 1175,700. MLS #58537

pet upstairs
main level Ceiling fans in ritmt nyoms and unbelievable storage throughout Bathrooms have been
updated. hcdrooms have walk-in closets and tamily room has gas log fireplace Both formal and
informal living area and a dining area ott the
kitchen Pnced at S209,900 MLS #5011/!

Sun., efil 17111 • 2-4 p.m.

1603 Dodson Avenue

1902 E. l:nity Church Rd., Hardin

FRESH ON THE MARKET AND SURE TO
PLEASE' This well built 3 bedroom. 2 bath brick
ranch is loated on a spacious comer lot Conveniently
located to Murray State liniveraty and most major
shopping areas. this home features over 1500 vauare
tett ot living area, large fenced in backyard. renxxieleJ kitchen w ith stainless steel appliances, large
mg room with hardwciod. brand new he,a1 and air unit,
fabulous, master bedroom ayd masier bath with
whirlpool tub Immediate possession is available'
Priced at 1165.000 MI,S 05837M1

LAKE AREA BRICK RANCH'llus 3 bedniont:bath
brick home sus on j 1 15 acre 101 Features include I.,.
formal loing room. eat-in kitchen with mam
update, including new Conan countertop, and stain',
weel appliances and an additional tarnib room nix t,
tures gas log fireplace and new laminar "
Master bedroom has pm ate bath with walk
24 detached
and pedestal sink Spactous
rqn.n1 :sdhld t.
111111X workshop area t.
Pnced at St47,900

VVatch for Future Open Houses at: www.murraykyrealestate.com
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Special to the Ledger
The Murray State University
Concert Choir will present their
fall concert on Tuesday at 7:30
Lovett
historic
p.m. in
Auditorium.
The concert opens with
"Zigeunerleider" by Johannes
Brahms. These pieces also are
known as "Gypsy Songs" are
settings of secular texts celebrating youth. love. and life. Dr.
Angela Wu will collaborate with
the choir at the piano. Following
a brief intermission, the choir
returns to the stage with two
beautiful settings of secular
romantic poetry. The first is a
poem by Edmund Spenser,
"Like as the Culver on the Bared
Bough" set to music by Halsey
Stevens. The second is a newly
composed setting by David
Dickau of Sara Teasdale's poem
"I am not yours." This work will
be conducted by Erin Silliman.
graduate student in music eduState
at
Murray
cation
University. It also will feature
Dr. Wu as a collaborative artist

Eagle Gallery opens two exhibitions next week
Special to the Ledger
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery
is pleased to present two concurrent exhibitions to end the fall
2010 program: Marna Brauner
and Cima Katz's print-based
collaborative installation that
deals with issues of loss and
longing. "Anticipation, Digging
a Hole: Excavating a Whole:"
Ciummo's
Olivia
and
"Suggestions of Reflections,
Between and Amongst."' These
recent works that explore postmodern issues through digital
photography and video installation.
Katz's
and
Branner
"Anticipation" is a collaborative
exhibition of recent print-based
digital collage and mixed media
installation from each artist.
Brauner and Katz have been
professional colleagues and
close friends for over 30 years.
and this exhibition is a document of their relationship and an
exploration into the convergent
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• The MSU Wind Ensemble
annual
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will
President's Concert at 7:30
tonight (Thursday) in Lovett
Auditorium

8 increases

• Murray State University's
Cinema International film series
presents the Academy Awardwinning 1966 Czechosiovakian
film. -Closely Watched Trains" at
7 30 p m Thursday through
Saturday in the Curtis Center
Theater
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be Athena I-estiv al lime! Carol
Barnett's setting ot "MeKay.The concert will close with two
spirituals "Give Me Jesus- and
"In That Great Getting' Up
Morning."
The MSU Concert Choir
enjoys an international reputation for excellence in choral performance. They plan to tour
Austria and the Czech Republic
at the end of May on a performance tour - singing six to seven
concerts in eight days. The
Concert Choir is conducted by
Dr. Bradley Almquist. MSU
director of choral activities. In
addition to his university
responsibilities, Dr. Almquist
Paducah
the
conducts
Symphony Chorus. the Paducah
Symphony Children's Chorus
and the Marshall County
Children's Chorus. He currently
.serves as the President of the
American Choral Directors
Association Southern Division.
The concert is free and the
public is invited.

on piano.
The next set of pieces is three
works in the sacred Latin tradition. The first piece is composed
by Carson P. Cooman."Echoing
Carols" is scnred for women's
voices and piano. Rebecca
will be
Calvert, Mt. Vernon,
the collaborative pianist. The
choir then sings "0 Nata Lux"
from Lux Aeterna by Morten
Lauridsen. The Concert Choir
performed the entire work last
January in Carnegie Hall in New
York City. Lastly, the men of the
choir will be featured in
Norwegian composer Ola
Gieilo's setting of "Ubi
Caritas." This chant-based work
is sublime in its close harmonies
and rich textures.
Closing the concert is a set of
American folk hymns from the
Shaker, Sacred Harmony. and
African-Ainerican Spiritual traditions. The choir will perform
two of composer Kevin
Songs
Shaker
Siegfried's
"Peace," and "Lay Me Low."
Following these selections will

nature of their work. Both
Branner and Katz make printbased collage and mixed media
installation that deal with issues
of loss arid longing, using vintage and found objects along
with digital imagery. The gallery
talk will be Friday, Oct. 22,from
5-6 p.m. and will be followed by
the opening reception, fmm 6-8
p.m. in the main gallery.
Ciummo's "Suggestions" is
a solo exhibition of digital photography and video installation.
Ciummo is an emerging artist
and
Chicago
in
based
Pittsburgh. Her work explores
postmodern issues of originality
and the role of the subject within the field of contemporary art.
Her work has been shown at the
Museum of Modern Art
NOMA 1 among other prestigious venues. This is Ciummo's
first solo show with Eagle
Gallery. The opening reception
will be Friday. Oct. 22,from 6-8
p.m. in the Foyer Gallery.

• Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah presents
Fittest"
the
of
"Survival
Thursday through Sunday. A
question-and-answer session
with director Brad Hodge will follow the filrn at the Thursday
screening. For details and show
times. visit www maidenalleyonema.org.

MSU's Performing Arts Hall in
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
• Guest artist Mingzhe Wang.
clarinet, will perform at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 21, at the
Performing Arts Hall in the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
• The Paducah School of Art
will host faculty exhibition at
West Kentucky Community and
Technical College's Clemens
Fine Arts Center through
Friday, Oct 29.
• The Quad State String
Festival will be held at 5 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 22 in Lovett
Auditorium.

The Eagle Gallery is a
dynamic exhibition space for
visitors to learn about the history ot art and contemporary new
media. With over I.2(Xl works
of art housed in our permanent
collection and 8.200 square feet
of exhibition space. the
University Galleries at MSU are
a constant source of innovative
programming and educational
research within the community.
It is located on the campus on
the sixth floor of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Building. The Curris
Center Gallery is located on the
first floor of the Curtis Center.
Gallery hours are Monday
through Friday from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m., and Saturdays and
Sundays from 1-4 p.m.
For further information about
the exhibitions on view. contact
Mary VanWassenhove at 809Or
6734
mvanwassenhoveqmurray state.edu.

• The MSU Department of
Music presents the annual
Octubafest at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 26.
• There will be an MSU
Orchestra concert at 7.30 p.m.
Thursday, Oct. 28, in Lovett
Auditorium.
•Guest *guitarist David Asbury
will perform at 7:30 p.m. Friday,
Oct. 29 Performing Arts Hall in
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.
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Special to the Ledger
GOLDEN POND. Ky. -Land Between The Lake.(LBI.0
National Recreation Area has
several events coming up to celebrate Halloween.
1850sThe Homeplace.
era living history farm in Land
Between The Lakes. invites the
public to join in as the early
Scots-lrish settlers' Halloween
traditions come to life Friday.
Oct. 22. when 'The Homeplace
presents Snap Apple Night from
6:30-9 p.m Doors open at 6
p.m.
During Snap Apple Night.
The Homeplace takes on a magical and mysterious annosphere.
The evening begins outside
around a blazing bonfire. where
storyteller Bob Valentine of
Murray will entertain with eerie
tales. Then. join an old-time
Snap Apple play party ... and be
prepared for the unexpected.
"Snap Apple Night is a fun
way to learn and experience
Halloween traditions of the
early Pryor Creek settlers in this
region.- said Cindy. Earls, special events coordinator for The
Homeplace. -It's definitely a
unique way for families to get
outdoors and celebrate the fall
season."
Warm spiced cider will be
provided. Participants should
dress appropriately for a brisk
fall evening. The event will take

place rain or shine. Bring chairs
and blankets. For more information. call 19311 232-6457. This
program is ideal for home educators.
The Homeplace is located in
the Tennessee portion of LBL
and features 16 restored or
reconstructed log buildings plus
interpreters in period clothing
demonstrating the daily lives
and customs of mid-19th century era farm families.
On the next day. come celebrate the lives of some of our
favorite Woodland Neighbors.
On Saturday, Oct. 23, LBL will
host the 16th Annual Howl-OWeen children's program at the
Nature Station. Enjoy the nonscary side of Halloween with
this kid-friendly daytime environmental education program.
Dress in your favorite costume
and take a guided hike along our
character trail where the animals
of the forest will "come alive"
before your eyes. Meet friendly
Shelly the Skunk and Bandit the
Raccoon who will entertain you
with their woodsy wisdom and
wit.
Howl-O-Ween will provide a
peat chance for children to
enjoy outdoor fun and entertainment while learning about some
of our wildlife. Enjoy crafts,
face painting. ant: live animals.
"The event is fun for kids of all
ages and is a great way for lam-

r S
Ross, (.

ilies to spend time together
while enjoying a lighthearted
outdoor experience." said Carrie
Szwed. public programs coordi7
nator.
Tours begin at 2 p.m.. with
the final tour leaving at 4:30
p.m. Visitors are encouraged to
dress for the weather and bring
an umbrella in case of rain.
Costumes are welcome and
encouraged.
Land Between the Lakes is
managed by the Forest Service.
U.S. Department of Agriculture.
in partnership with "Friends of
LBL," to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. They encourage visitors to review their website at www.lbl.org each season,
and throughout the season. for
the calendar of events. uixlates
on programs and policies. safety
information. and temporary trail
and road closures. Additional
LBL and "Friends of LBL"
information is also available on
our website or by calling I -800LBL-7077 or 1270t 92.4-2000.
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• Murray State 'University will
host the Festival of Champions
high school marching band competition all day Saturday at Roy
Stewart Stadium

Calf Scramble
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2h Rd., Hardin

LBL plans Halloween events
at Homeplace, Nature Station

To add an event to the arts
calendar, contact Hawkins
Teague at 753-1916 or
hteague@murrayledgercom.
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• "Smoke on the Mountain
Homecoming' will be performed
at the Badgett Playhouse Friday
and Saturday For tickets, call
visit
or
888-362-4223
www grandriversvanety coin

• Drafienville's Kentucky Opry
presents the Gibson Brothers at
8 p.m. Friday and the Stars of
Tomorrow show at the same
time Saturday At 10.30 a.m
each Sunday. they also host
Kentucky Lake Cowboy Ch.urch
For tickets to the shows. call
(270) 527-3869 or 1-888-4598704

Photo provided
The Murray State University Concert Choir (pictured) will perform their fall concert in Lovett
Auditorium Tuesday night.
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• Johnatnan Torsak. saxophone, will perform a senior
recital at 6 p.m Sunday at

pM
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American Red Cross
will offer CPR class

nyayemen/

The Calls:may County Chapter of the
American Red Cross will offer a Community
Lay Responder CPR Class on Saturday, Oct.
23, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more information, contact the Red Cross Office by noon on
Friday Oct. 15. at office(acalloway coredcross.org or 753-1421.

Datebook

Book signing to be held

Franz Wisner. New York Times bestselling
author, will have a free book signing on Friday.
Oct. 15, from 11 a.m. to I p.m. at the Murray
State University Store for his book, "How The
World Makes Love." For more information, call Donna
Witherspoon at 809-6994.
Sanci Teague,
Community
editor

Dispiaying thE
Cantrell, Judi I

Ann
bein

MHS Soccer Banquet tickets on sale now
Tickets are now on sale for the Murray' High School Soccer
Banquet that will be held on Tuesday, Nov. 9. r.t 6:30 p.m. in the
Curris Center Ballroom at Murray State. All families and fans are
invited. The ticket cost is $13. Players will not need a ticket. Tickets
may be purchased today, Thursday, at the District Soccer
Tournament from 4:30-8:30 p.m. at the Mallory France Soccer
Complex. Contact Monica Evans at MHS beginning Monday, Oct.
18 for tickets. The deadline is Friday, Nov. 5. For more information.
call Donna Miller at 753-7723.

Special to th
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Woodmen of the World will meet
Dunn and Hill

Poynor and Grhntnitt

Arthur and Cindy Dunn of Princeton, announce the engagement of
their daughter. Kala Marie Dunn to Todd Edwin Hill, son of Jane B.
Hill and the late Guy E. Hill of Murray.
Miss Dunn is the granddaughter of the late-J.W. and Marie Major
of Herndon, and Kay Dunn and the late Woodrow Dunn of Cadiz.
Mr. Hill is the grandson of the late Rev. H.P. and Mary
Blankenship of Murray. and the late Porter and Mary Hill of Paris.
Tenn.
The bride-elect is a graduate of The Interlochen Arts Academy and
•a summa cum laude graduate of Murray State University with a
bachelor's of music degree in Piano Performance. She is currently
pursuing a master of arts degree in Literature and is employed by
WKMS and First Presbyterian Church of Murray.
The groom-elect is a graduate of Henry County High School and
received his bachelor's and master's degrees in Music Education
from Murray State University. He is currently a candidate for a
Doctor of Education degree at Boise State University. He is a member of the Murray Rotary Club and is employed by Murray State
University and First Presbyterian Church of Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday, Nov. 27,2010, at 4:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church in Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.

j
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r:
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1111, ••• Registered
Bridal Couples:

Chelsea Crook
& Philip Dunn
Kay Milby
& Ben Geurin
Gail Russell
& Ken Potish
Kayla Bazzell
& Josh Johnson
Lori Cook
& Jake Wegmann
Laken Watkins
& Casey Darnell

Concert to be
held to benefit
Humane Society
A benefit concert for the
Humane Society of Calloway'
County will be held Friday, Oct.
29. at 6 p.m. at The Lodge,
Highway 121.
The concert is tree and donations of pet supplies and loose
change are accepted. Bands perinclude
The
forming
TreeRollins Band, SkyFallRiser Band,Tim Veatch and The
1 Nite Stand, and Jimmy
Gingles, magician.
For more information, call
Jeffrey Wilson at (270) 9789579 or Kathy Hodge at 7591884.

Harry Poynor of Hickman and Jeannie Poynor of Union City,
announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Paige Poynor, to Jeremy Grimmitt, son of Mike and Rhonda
Grimmitt of Columbus.
Miss Poynor is the granddaughter of Mrs. Mary Ruth Poynor and
the late Charles Poynor, the late Remai Reeves of Union City and
the late J.T. Tanner of Mason Hall. Tenn.
Mr. Grimmitt is the grandson of Sue Aycock of Wickliffe, the late
George Grimmin and Sandy Sarten of Jackson, Tenn., and the late
Ronald Kirby of Calvert City.
The bride-elect is a 2000 graduate of Fulton County High School
and a 2008 graduate of Murray State University. She is employed at
Enterprise Rent-A-Car in Paducah.
The groom-elect is a 2003 graduate of Hickman County High
School and is currently employed with the postal service in Murray.
The wedding will be Saturday. Oct. 30, 2010, at 2 p.m. at
Columbus Belmont State Park with a reception following. •
All family. and friends are invited to attend.

Sarah Polivick
& Bobby Miller

•
0,0
I
0

Dianne Rousseau
& Paul Corder
Kayla Jackson
& Matt Barnes

Alison Colley
& Chris Hill
Erin Butler
& Josh Pugh
Itni may purchase online at
unt,w.rintagerose.com

Br !dal Rel.pirry
University Square
12th Street • Murray
12701 759-2100
Monday-Friday 10-5
Saturday 10-2
•
•

VISA

Computer engineer speaks
to Women in STEM, public
Special to the Ledger
Jennifer
Marsman
from
Microsoft will speak at Murray
State University to the Women
in
Science,
Engineering.
Technology and Math (STEM)
on Thursday, Oct. 21. in the
Freed Curd Auditorium in the
Collins Center for Industry and
Technology at 3:30 p.m. Her
lecture is "Career Journey: How
a Geekette Found Happiness at
Microsoft" and MSU students,
faculty and staff and community
members in the area are invited
to attend.
Marsman is a developer evangelist in Microsoft's developer
and platfonn evangelism group.
She is educated on all the new
tools and technologies from
Microsoft. which enables her to
go out to developers and inter-

Hin Wills
ar er

& &Mt
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rollingh.com

Fall Is For Planting
*Ornamental Cabbage
*Plentifall Trailing Pansies
*Chrysanthemums
*Trees & Shrubs

ested persons to "spread the
news" of the new technologies
and explain their usage.
While on campus, she will
give a classroom lecture,
"Parallel Without Pain: Parallel
Programming in .NET 4.0," that
looks at ways the hardware
industry shifts toward multicore processors and the key to
high performance applications.
Marsman's lectures serve to
not only share information, but
also highlight the opportunities
for young women who are interested in entering her field of
work."Women in Computing is
comprised of only 16-25 percent
of the women, so getting the
word out to encourage more
women to join the field is
important," said Dr. Brenda
Wilson, associate professor in
Murray's department of computer science and information systems. "Jennifer is a great role
model."
Prior to her current position,
Marsman worked in developing
in Microsoft's natural interactive services division. She filed
two patents for her work in the
NIS division on search and data
mining algorithms. Along with
her extended resume with
Microsoft, Marsman has also
held positions at Ford Motor
Company. National Instruments
and Soar Technology.
Marsman earned a bachelor's
degree in computer engineering
and an M.S in computer science
and engineering from the
University of Michigan in Ann
Arbor. Her graduate work specialized in artificial intelligence
and computational theory.

(-FALL SAVINGS FRIDAY)
15% OFF STOREWIDE

Knit-wits will meet Friday
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
of all levels are welcome. For more information, call Dot at 7534803.

(Cash & Caw Only)

1111

Alpha Department will meet

Homeplace wedding to be held
Land Between the Lakes Homeplace will recreate a traditional
19th century wedding on Saturday, Oct. 16, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Join for fiddle music, wedding games and more.

Daughters of the Confederacy will meet
The Kentucky Division of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will hold the annual meeting on Saturday, Oct. 16, at
9:30 a.m. at the Best Western Inn, Murray. J.N. Williams Chapter,
#805, Murray. is host.

Eldridge family to hold reunion
The Eldridge family reunion will be Saturday, Oct. 16, from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. at Vanzora Baptist Church, 1981 Vanzora Rd.,
Benton. There will be a potluck lunch. For more information, call
Kathy Thompson at(270)527-7488.
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Russell family to hold reunion
The Russell family and friends reunion will be Saturday, Oct. 16.
beginning at 9 a.m. at the Bayview Building at Kenlake State Park.
There will be a potluck dinner. Bring pictures.

Coldwater UMC to hold fall festival
Coldwater United Methodist Church will hold a Fall Festival on
Sunday, Oct. 17, beginning at 3 p.m. at Tim and Cassidy Palmer's
Farrn on Hickory Grove Road. Activities, music, a fish fry and bbq
will be available. For more information, call(270)489-2371 or visit
www.coldwaterchurch.org.

Music Department will hold meeting
The Music Department of the Murray Yv'otnan's Club will hold an
open meeting on Tuesday, Oct. 19, at 7 p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church, 503 Maple Street. Specia/ progam will be by
Joan Bowker featuring the FUMC Adult Handbell Choir. Guests are
welcome. Hostesses will be Joanne Niffenegger, Sally DuFordFoley, Kathy Mowery. Norma Paschall and Virginia Randolph.

To
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The Murray Woman's Club Alpha Department will meet Saturday,
Oct. 16, at 9:30 a.m. at the club house for the program, "Passing
Your G.E.D." by June Vandermolen. The donation is reading glasses. Hostesses are Alice Koenecke, Trish Barton, Neta Smotherman
and Lois Pharris.

PAT SCOTT
1//:

mufti

Reformers' Unanimous, a faith based addictions program, will
meet every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The
public is invited. Child care iS provided. For more information or for
a ride, call the church office at 753-1834.

Please Re-Elect

ALL DAY FRIDAY

zroefft.

Glory Bound Entertainment will meet
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry and the Goshen
Men will meet Friday. Oct. 15, from 6-9 p.m. in the fellowship hall
of Goshen United Methodist Church, Highway 121 N. at Stella. A
spaghetti supper for a donation of $6 will begin at 6 p.m. Eat-in and
carry-out available. Proceeds are for a new handicap ramp at the
church. Singing begins at 7 p.m. with The Aurora Singers from
Aurora Baptist Church. For more information. call Joe Lawrence at
753-5643, Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet

Jennifer Jones
& Kenny Ernstberger

Elizabeth McGraw
& Matt Clemson

Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 will meet Thursday. Oct. 14, at
6 p.m. at Ryan's Steakhouse. All members are encouraged to anend.

"I %till wiork for YOU.

MURRAY CITY
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Displaying the various poinsettias offered this year are from left, Ola Mae Dycus, Jane
Cantrell, Judi Little, LaQuinta McCoin. Linda Passalacqua. Kitty Davis and Judy Stahler.

Annual Poinsettia Sale is
being held for fundraiser
Special to the Ledger
It is poinsettia time again and
the
Calloway
County
Homemakers and Calloway:
County Band Boosters are holding their annual Christmas poinsettia sale.
Poinsettias are a wonderful,
cost effective way to decorate
your office, home or church for
the holidays; to say thank you to
your customers, friends and
employees; and to say thank you
to a hostess for a holiday party.
Plants come in two sizes: •-ix

1/2 inch pot with up to seven
blooms for $8 and comes in five
colors; and eight 1/2 inch pot
with up to 15 blooms for $16
and comes in four colors. Each
plant has a protective sleeve and
is covered in gold foil. The
plants come directly from
Young's Nursery & Greenhouse
in Gallatin, Tenn.

their orders. Orders are due by
Nov. 19. Plants will be available
for pick-up by mid-aftermion on
Dec. 2 and all day Dec. 3, at the
First United Methodist Church
CFC at 5th and Maple Streets.
Upon request. plants will be
delivered to businesses or as a
gift to individuals with a card.

The orders can be placed
through a homemaker; band
member; Judy Stahler at 7537387; or the Calloway County
Extension Office at 753-1452.
Businesses will be invoiced for

This is the main fundraiser for
County
the
Calloway
Homemakers. Proceeds support
the annual scholarship to
Murray: State University and
other community programs.

Photo provided

BLESSING: In honor of the feast day of St. Francis of Assisi, the patron saint of pets, Fr.
Jason McClure recently blessed animals at St. Leo's Catholic Church.

ADHD presentation to be given
On l'hursday, Oct. 28, Drs.
Stephen Herr and Marty
Dunham will host a presentation
focusing on diagnosing and
treating children with ADHD.
The event will be held in the
Auditoriuin of Alexander Hall
located on the Murray State
University campus beginning at
7 p.m. Following the diagnostic
standards and interventions
presentation. there will be a
question and answer period.
Parents, teachers, and mental
health professionals are highly
encouraged to attend, but anyone interested in this subject is
welcome.

Dr. Dunham is a Professor in
the Departtnent of Educational
Leadership
and
Studies,
Counseling, in the College of
Education. He received his
doctorate from the University. of
Missouri; he is a Kentucky
licensed psychologist and the
author of nearly thirty professional articles which have
appeared in leading journals and
publications. Dr. Herr is an
Assistant Professor in the
Department of Educational
Leadership
and
Stiidies,
Counseling, in the College of
Education. He received his
Columbia
doctorate
from

University and his articles have
appeared in professional journals as well as the Phi Delta
Kappan and the Christian
Monitor.
Dr.
Science
Dunham's training; clinical
experience and research provide
him with a wealth of knowledge
regarding the diagnosis and
treatment of ADHD. while Dr.
Herr's academic background
and research give hirn exceptional insights regarding the
social and historical issues relating ADHD. Between the two
they will offer a broad overview
regarding issues relating to
ADHD.

H.O.R.S.E.S. Inc. sessions end for season
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canned food item to be donated back riding and equine activities
Special to the Ledger
As the cold weather nears, to local food pantries for the to chiidren and adults in
Calloway and surrounding
Helping Others Reach Success holiday season.
H.O.R.S.E.S. Inc is a North counties. It is designed for indiServices
Equine
using
(H.O.R.S.E.S. Inc.), closes its American Riding for the viduals with physical, mental or
Association emotional challenges. It is run
riding arenas and opens Handicapped
fundraising opportunities. A (NARHA) therapeutic horse- solely through the help of volfundraising meeting will be held back riding center. It is a 501 re) unteers. For more information,
Monday, Oct. 25, at a location to 3 organization providing safe, call (270) 437-3881 or visit
affordable therapeutic horse- www.horsesinc.org.,
be announced at a later date.
With the opening of the new
qr,-....v.
satellite program at the historic
opeurrommorlr.
Carson Park in Paducah,
i
0i,
ell Door Texpapws:
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ji Mr. Remake,Larry Kudlow says:"you can just 111
imagined.
"The new students at Carson
rinting money, and he is; but you can't il
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Park have shined this year," stat- ,41 p"
ri*g nt jobs."
ed Joy Winebarger. Executive
1 II
Director of H.O.R.S.E.S. Inc. II)
'
The Concerned Taxpayers of Calloway (The 1:3
"We had one car accident victim
tool Tea Party) will hold a meeting with Dr. Winfield
who normally needs a cane to
)(4 Rose, MSU, entitled: "What Does a President .
walk, not need one after a couple months of therapy!"
want out of a Lame Duck Session from U.S.
This wouldn't be possible
Congress," on the 3rd Mon., Oct. l 8th,6 p.m. at
without fundraising events. A
the Main St. Library, Murray.
5K race through Kenlake State
*
Resort brought in $2,945 in
Come join us!
donations.
*
"That may seem like a lot of
'er * 12:g@gar..
money. but that only covers
about a month for the amount of
materials we need on a daily
basis." stated Winebarger.
-14.
On
Nov.
13
H.O.R.S.E.S. Inc.. will hold its
third annual holiday bazaar at
the former Goody's building
across from Kentucky Oaks
Mall. Shoppers and vendors are
invited to attend this event. and
are encouraged to tiring a
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Photo provided
Pictured, from left, are Pam Willoughby, Purchase Gastroenterology Assoc.: Destiny Bustle &
Cassie Burkeen, Progressive Radiation Oncology; Helen Wiggins, Office of Dr. Mehdi Ahmadi;
Vicki Emerson, MCCH Medical Staff Coordinator: Regina Williams, Orthopaedic Assoc. of
Murray; Shannon Colson, Trevathan Urology Clinic: Pam Jones, Primary Care Medical Center
and Jane Bright, Office of Dr. John Bright.

MCCH hosts practice managers
luncheon for members of staff
Special to the Ledger
County
Murray-Calloway
Hospital(MCCH)recently hostManagers
a Practice
ed
Luncheon for the members of
MCCH's medical staff. This
provided an opportunity for area

physician practice mangers' to
get updates on current and
future activities at MCCH.
There were several presenters
who addressed various topics of
interest such as the recent
Hospital Expansion, Residential

ly, Oct. 16,
State Park.

Hospice House. Physician
Recruitment Activities, the
Center for Geriatric Behavioral
Health and Meditech updates.
There was also a raffle with a
grand prize gift certificate from
the Essential Day Spa.
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Lane Olivia Dotson
Photo provided
LIONS SPEAKER: Bill Wells, director of Murray's Make a
Difference Day organization, was the speaker at Tuesday's,
Oct. 12, dinner meeting of the Lions Club. Wells, who was
instrumental in establishing Make a Difference Day in the
local community, described the items that are collected, how
this aids the environment. and how the proceeds from the
project are divided among various local non-profit organizations. The 78th Make a Difference Day will be held Saturday,
Oct. 30, from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Stewart Stadium. Looking on
as Wells speaks is Lions Vice-President Greg Anderson.

Dr. Gary H. Scott and Natalie Longworth Dotson of Cincinatti.
Ohio, are the parents of a daughter. Lane Olivia Dotson, born on
July 10, 2010, at 1:57 p.m.
The baby weighed eight pounds six ounces.
Grandparents are Kent and Annettia Wisehart of Mun-ay; Gary
B. and Margaret Dotson of Benton; Lynn Lotigworth and Michael
Watley of Palatka. Fla.; and Robert D. Longworth of Palatka. Fla.
A great-grandmother is Sylvia Baldwin of Mayfield.

Saturday, October 16, 2010
12:00 Noon
Free BBQ Dinner
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WEEK 8
SCORE130ARD
Murray at
Caldwell Co

PREP FOOTBALL: MURRAY AT CALDWELL CO.
FRIDAY•7:30 P.M.•TIGER STADIUM

Championship on the line in Princeton

Fulton Co. at
Ballard Memor al

TIGERS HAVE HAD TWO WEEKS TO
PREPARE FOR SIGLER, CALDWELL
SPREAD ATTACK

TOMMY DILLARD
Ledger & T)mes

Fulton City at
Crittenden Co.
Owensboro Apollo at
Graves Co.
Trigg Co. at
Heath
Hopkins Co Central at
Lone Oak
Henderson Co. at
Marshall Co.

14eurray
wide
receiver Cedric
Cherry hands
the ball to a referee
after
catching
a
touchdown
pass in the
Tigers' game at
Reidland
on
Oct. 1. The
Tigers renew
district
play
at
Friday
Caldwell
County.

their season in a different manBy RICKY AIART1N
ner — keeping alive an attempt
Assistant Sports Editor
Oftentimes, a team welcomes to be perfect.
For Steve Duncan and his
the bye week in order to heal up.
to rest and to regain composure Tigers, who have managed to
before finishing out their avoid the injury bug quite well
remaining regular-season sched- thus far, last week's bye allowed
them to start preparing for perule.
The obvious bumps and haps their toughest match of the
bruises from a rigorous regular season to this point — as they
season grind affect every team, put their undefeated record on
and usually, a bye week can help the line in a looming district
Caldwell
with
salvage a season or propel tttem showdown
into their final stretch of games Cctunty Friday night.
"We were able to get some
with a new wind.
For Murray High, however, people rested," Duncan said.
this week was simply just like "But, we have a super tough
any other, perhaps salvaging game against Caldwell, so it

McLean Co. at
Paducah Tilghman
South Fulton (Tenn.)
at Reidland
Russell Co. at
Barren Co.

Owensboro at
Hopkinsville

Onio Co. at
Macrville N. Hopkins
Daviess Co. at
Muhlenberg Co.
Todd Co. Central at
Owensboro Catholic

Webster Co. at
Union Co.

2010 DISTRICT
STANDINGS
CLASS 1A, DISTRICT 1
8-0
6-1
2-5
0-7
0-7

CLAss 2A, DISTRICT 1
2-0
2-0
1-2
1-2
0-2

7-0
5-2
4-3
2-5
0-7

CIASS 2A, DISTRICT 2
1-0
O'boro Cath
Fort Campbell 1 0
0-1
Hancock Co
Todd Co. Cent. 0-1

6-1
2-5
5-2
4-4

CLASS 3A, Disnucr 1
Pad. Tilghman
Webster Co.
Union Co.
McLean Co.

2-0
1-1
0-1
0-1

6-2
3-5
5-2
0-7

CLASS 4A, Dismici 1
1-0
Lone Oak
Hopkins Cent. 0-0
Calloway Co. 0-1

7-1
2-5
2-6

CLASS 4A, Disirgicr 2
Allen Co.-Scot.
Russell Co.
Franklin-Simp.
Warren East
Logan Co.

2-0
2-1
1-1
1-2
0-2

7-0
4-3
3-4
2-6
1-6

CLASS SA, Disnucr 1
Christian Co.
Owensboro
Mad.-N. Hop.
Ohio Co.
Hopkinsville

4-0
1-1
1-1
1-2
0-3

8-0
4-3
3-4
1-6
2-5

CIASS 6A, DISTRICT 1
Henderson Co. 3-0
Marshall Co. 3-1
Graves Co.
2-1
O'boro Apollo 2-1
Daviess Co.
0-3
Muhlenberg Co.0-4

gave us more time to prepare.
We are excited about getting an
extra week for them for sure."
Duncan said his team would
need all the extra prep time they
it see TIGERS,9A

dee,
State/s
,
Racer Sports in Brief

Allen Co.-Scottsville
at Logan Co.

Murray
L'aldwell Co
Reidland
Trigg Co
Heath

When 7 30 p m
Where: Tiger Stadium (Pnnceioc. Ky I
Radio: WFGS, 103 7 FM
Records: Murray 7-0 (2-0, 1-2A),
Caldwell Co 5-2 (2-0 1-2A)
Last Meeting: Murray won 20-6 in
2009
Keys to the Game: This battle for the
district crown is a matchup between
contrasting styles Murray must be able
to contain Caldwell's spread attack
Caldwell must shut down Murray's
wishbone early When the Tigers score
first and are allowed to build momentum, they are almost always deadly

(41444

Record night

Fort Campbell at
Hancock Co.

Mayfield
3-0
Crittenden Co 2-0
1-2
Ballard Mem
Fulton Co
0-2
Fulton City
0-2

2ND DISTRICT TOURNAMENT:
CALLOWAY CO. 6, MAYFIELD 1

Friday
Murray at
Caldwell County

5-2
4-4
2-5
2-5
2-5
1-7

MANESS BECOMES
ALL-TIME TOP
SCORER; LAKERS
PUNCH TICKET T()
REGIONAL
By RICKY MARTIN
Assistant Sports Editor
Entering the second half with
a 5-0 lead Wednesday night in
the semifinal round of the 2nd
District tournament, Brandon
Morris listened as several of his
players petitioned their coach to
keep the starters in just a little
longer.
Among those asking for a little more playing time for the
starting unit — junior striker
Nick Holt.
Holt. who had already
recorded the first two goals of
the match for the Lakers, was
asking for more on another's
behalf, however.
Realizing Blake Maness was
only a goal away from the
school's all-time career scoring
mark, Holt pleaded for a little
extra playing time from his
coach.
"At halftime I was telling
Brandon to put him in because I
wanted Blake to get it," Holt
said."A lot of us were."
Then. at the 21 -minute mark
of the second half, on what was
also his third goal of the night.
Maness ripped a shot from 18
yards out, notching his 53rd
career goal, putting him in a
class of his own atop the
Calloway County record books.
"It was sort of a burden coming down to what could have
been my last game," Maness
said."I didn't want tonight to be
my last game, I don't want ati.
game to be my last game. but I
just kind of played, and now I'm
just relieved. I just wanted to get
it out of the way. It was nice
though getting a hat trick and
the record on the same goal."
Both Holt and Maness did
their part Wednesday night to
ensure it was no one's last game,
scoring five of the six Laker
goals in the 6-1 victory over
Mayfield, helping No. I seed
Calloway advance to the district
championship.
The scoring started for the
Lakers at the 3I-minute mark ol
the first half, with sophomore
Devon Warmack finding Holt in
front of the net for the game's
first goal.
Eight minutes later, it was
Holt again, this time unassisted
in what would start a string of
four goals over seven minutes
for the Lakers.
Senior Theo Qualls provided
the assist at the 20-minute mark,
finding Maness for his first of
the night. stretching the
Calloway lead to 3-0 before
another Maness goal two min-

Hargreaves
named
Offensive
Player of
Week

RICKY MARTIN

LF,r1,1F- S,

Calloway County senior Blake Maness battles with Mayfield's Rolando Reyes for possession of this ball during Wednesday's 2nd District semifinal. Maness became
Calloway's all-time leading scorer and the Lakers advanced to the championship.

This Week
2nd District Boys
Tournament (at Murray)
Monday
(3) Murray 8,(6) Community Chnshan 0
(5) Mayfield 2 (4i Graves Co 1
Wednesday
(I) Calloway Co 6 (4) Mayfield 1
Thursday
(2) Marshall Co vs )3) Murray 5 p m
Saturday
(I) Calloway Co vs MC'Mur TBA

This Week
2nd District Girls
Tournament (at Murray)
Monday
(4) Mayfield 8,(5) Calloway Co 2
Wednesday
(1) Marshall Co 4 141 Mayfield 0
Thursday
12) Murray vs (3) Graves Co , 7 p m
Saturday
11 Marshall Co vs Mur/GC, TBA

utes later.
At the 16-minute mark of the
first. freshman Tyler Stone got
in on the scoring. netting a ball
See LAKER% 9A

RICKY MARTIN
Ledger &
Times

Calloway
County's
Eric Winkler
goes up for
header
a
against
fVlayfield's
Hector
Oronia
at
Wednesday'
s match at
Murray's
Mallary
France
Soccer
Complex.

From MSU Athletics
Murray State forward
Sophie Hargreaves has been
Valley
named
Ohio
Conference offensive player
of the week for Oct. 4-10
after scoring the Racers' first
hat trick in over three years
in a 3-0 defeat of Tennessee
Tech.
The junior from Leeds,
England. scored her first two
goals of the afternoon in a
span of under three minutes,
finding the left side of the
net from up close just 11
minutes into the match
before drilling her second
goal of the day off a short
pass on a free kick into thc
right side of the goal to give
MSU a 2-0 lead. Her third
and final tally came on a
penalty kick as a result of a
Tennessee Tech foul in the
penalty area in the 70th
minute.
The seventh career hat
trick in Murray State history
doubled Hargreaves' total
goals on the season to six
and gives her the team lead.
The Racers return to
action Oct. 17 at UT-Martin
before closing out the regular season with a home
match against Southeast
Missouri and road contest at
Eastern Illinois.

Volleyball
gets set for
four-match
homestand
From MSU Athletics
The Murray State volleyball team will participate in
two of four straight home
matches, the longest home
stand of the 2010 campaign.
this weekend when they welcome Southeast Missouri and
Eastern Illinois to Racer
Arena.
The Racers will conclude
the first half of the Ohio
Valley Conference season
when they battle with SEMO.
Friday at 7 p.m. and will then
start the second half of the
OVC campaign Saturday
with a 2 p.m. match against
El U.
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By WILL GRAVIES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON. Ky. (API —
When opponents enter the red
!one against Kentucky, they
leave it with points.
Every time.
The Wildcats have allowed
teams to drive inside their 20yard line 22 times this season.
Each drive has ended with the
ball going through the uprights.
either on a field goal or an extra
point following a touchdown.
That's not exactly the recipe
for success for a program trying
to take the next step in the
Southeastern Conference.
The Wildcats (3-3,0-3) have
lost three straight heading into
Saturday's game against No. 10
South Carolina (4-1, 2-11. and
know they need to start getting
defensive stops soon if they
want to turn around their season.
Coach Joker Phillips has a
simple solution to his team's
red zone woes: get tougher.
"You bow up," Phillips said.
"Bow your neck, try to get
some minus-yard plays to push
them out of the red zone."
Finding a solution and exe,.uting it, however, are two very
different things. South Carolina
has been nearly unstoppable
Nhen driving deep into opposlig territory. Tbe Gamecocks
have scored on 19 of 20 trips
inside the red zone — the best
in the SEC. All but two of those
drives have resulted in touchdowns.
Coach Steve Spurrier credits
the dynamic blocking schemes
of new offensive line coach
Shawn Elliott and the powerful
legs of freshman star running
hack Marcus Lattimore for giving the Gamecocks the swagger
gar needed to finish drives in the
'end zone.
"The ability to run the ball in
from inside the 5-yard line,
- - gosh, we could never do that
before here," Spurrier said.
"But having Marcus and maybe
that little scheme of blocking ...
gives us a chance to do that.
Hopefully it'll continue."
If it doesn't, it'll be a first
for the Wildcats.
The defense has looked
helpless at times during the losing streak, giving up an average
of 42.3 points.
Phillips, however, remains
upbeat. Though the defense
struggled in the first half
against Auburn last week -allowing the Tigers to score on
possessions
—
all five
Kentucky held Auburn quarterback Cameron Newton in check
for most of the second half as
the team rallied from a I 7-point
deficit.
Not that it stopped the Tigers
from surviving 37-34 behind a
19-play drive that ended with
W'es Byrum's game-winning
24-yard field goal.
"The good thing is, we did
hold them to two field goals (in
t he red zone)," Phillips said.
"The problem is. one of them
‘.t as the field goal that w.on the
game."
Phillips isn't as concerned
about his team's inability to
‘top opponents once they're
inside the 20 as he is about the
frequency with which they get
there. The 22 red zone trips the
Wildcats have allowed also are
the most in the league.
"That's way too many times
of getting in the red zone,"
Phillips said. "We got to keep
people out of the red zone."
They'll have to find solutions against one of the hottest
teams in the country. South
Carolina put up 35 points
against defending national
champion Alabama last week,
scoring touchdowns all four
times it drew within the shadow
of the Crimson Tide goalposts.
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Haverstock lninnance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St.• Murray, KY • 753-3415
John Williams

State Auto
Osuranne

SCOREBOARD

Three Calloway County Middle football players were selected All-Conference by the
West Kentucky Middle School Football Conference. These players were honored at
the WKMSFC championship game on Oct. 1. Pictured, from left: Matthew Hiter (44),
Dante Darcus (55), Josh Jones (40) and coach Josh Smith.

2010 Postseason Baseball Glance
All Times CDT
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
American League
Friday. Oct. 15
New York (Sabattua 21-7l at Texas
(Wilson 15-81, 707 p m
Saturday, Oct. 16
New York (Pettitte 11-3 or Hughes 18-81
at Texas (Lewis 12-13). 307 p m
Monday, Oct. 18
Texas(Lee 12-9) at New York (Hughes
18 8 or Penne 11-3), 707 p m
Tuesday. Ont. 19
Texas tHuoter 13 4) at New York
(Burnett 10-15t. 7 07 p m
Wednesday, Oct. 20
Texas at New Yorl. 3 07 p m of necessary
Friday, Oct. 22
New York at Texas 07 p m if necessary
Saturday, Oct. 23
New York at Texas 7 07 p m if necessary

•Lakers

From Page 8A
to give Calloway the 5-0 lead.
After the half. it was Maness
on his record-breaking goal on
an assist from fellow senior
Karlo Vazquez that gave
Calloway their biggest lead of
the night at 6-0.
Mayfield's Hector Oronia
provided the only goal for
of relief and regret.
the bus to a stop.
By WILL GRAVES
Mayfield with I I minutes left in
leegarden knows things could
Once out of harm's way.
AP Sports Wnter
the match.
Westeni Kentucky volleyball Teegarden arid tearn trainer Niki have been different, that if
"So far. so good." Morris
player Emily Teegarden is slatt- Koch tried unsuccessfully to Hudson hadn't acted quickly or if said. -Coming- in, you want to
ing to think about volleyball revive the driver before para- the driver hadn't slumped to the sort of prove a point and show
right and pulled the bus back that you are No. I for a reason,
medics arrived.
again.
"We tried to do everything we from heading into oncoming traf- anti the guys came out and did
Normally. it's not a prtoblem
for the senior outside hitter. Yet could," said Teegarden, a nursing fic, there's no telling what would that."
the last week has been anything student."We started getting frus- have happened.
Even though much of the
Yet none of the dozen players
but normal for Teegarden and her trated nothing was working."
night went to Holt and Maness.
The driver later died. and the or handful of staff members were sophomore keeper Ian Umstead
teanunates following a harrowing
incident on a charter bus while on team found itself shaken to its injured. It's a miracle she's thank- was solid in goal for the Lakers
core and left with a decision: Play ful for. tli-bugh her thoughts often in the win, denying practically
a trip to Alabatna.
turn to the driver. Teegarden held everything that Mayfield forThe Lady Toppers had just or retum home.
The choice was easy. The his head in her hands while Koch wards Oronia and Marc Wynstra
rolled into the state on their way
to play Sun Belt Conference rival Lady Toppers pressed on and tried chest compressions.
had in their arsenal.
"It was just so sad," she said.
South Alabama last Thursday swept both South Alabama and
Morris said Umstead's play
The long trip back to campus is what will ultimately deterwhen the driver collapsed after Troy over the weekend to
on Sunday was eerie. Teegarden mine his team's fate, as they are
improve to 17-5.
suffering a heart attack.
"'Those matches were the best typically tries to nap on long road now guaranteed at least two
The bus swerved off the shoulder and across the median. Just two hours of their day," limitieefos, 4ripb. Not this thee- She mkt the,- MOTC games.
Srg the VAT:hung out in the
heror'ft lie—
adEil into' 6ileomini - -said.
"I could tell before the game
•ofront part of the has star* out that he was kind of locked in
Yet the struggle wa.
traffic. the bulveeted back to the
right, giving coach Travis beginning. The long trip from the window.
and he played great." Morris
"NVe were just trying to com- said. "As a sophomore. he's
Hudson enough time to maneuver Troy back to campus wa.s strange
around the fallen driver and bring as the leant dealt with a mixture fort each other," she said.
done everything that's been
asked of him and I'm looking
forward to seeing what he can
do over the next two years. He's
Murray can be seen atop the list ceptions while averaging 198 getting better every day, and it's
From Page 8A
great."
could muster this week, calling in nearly every defensive cate- yards passing per game.
For Maness. who saw his
Murray has seen several
Caldwell "the toughest oppo- gory, not only in 2A, but across
career
at Calloway come full
teams
this
season
utilize
a
classes
in
the
state.
nent we have faced all season."
Anchoring the Murray High spread attack similar to that of circle Wednesday night, the fact
"They are very well-coached,
they are very disciplined, they defense is a formidable run-stop. Caldwell's, but Duncan said that Calloway is now guaranteed
have a bunch of seniors and they which has held opposing run- familiarity. does not equal com- a chalice at competing for a
do things right," Duncan said. ners to just 38 yards rushing per fort when it comes to preparing regional championship greatly
overshadowed his record-breakfor the spread.
"When you have all those fac- game.
"We don't want to ever get to ing. hat-trick goal.
Partial credit to Murray's
tors and th.en add in that they
In Maness' freshman year
will hit you and they hustle and ability to stop the run may lie in where we feel comfortable,"
they have good size, well then their ability to run the ball them- Duncan said. "That's the first with the Lakers. the midfielder
was thrust into the starting lineyou're talking about a good selves. Jumping out to an early way to get to where you're not
lead and chewing up the clock winning. I wouldn't say we feel up of a squad that finished 7-9football team."
begun to
The meeting between the two have become common trends for comfortable at all. We feel like 2, but he had already
Tigers will essentially serve as a Murray this season, oftentimes we have got to concentrate and gain a following.
"I've looked up to Blake
regular-season district champi- forcing the opposing team to be prepared anti really give a
onship game, as both teams abandon their game plan and super effort in this football game since he was a freshman." Holt
said. "He's a scoring machine,
Friday night."
enter with a 2-0 mark in district play from behind.
Murray may be without the and I remember watching him in
Murray will have an opportuplay.
Murray
defeated
Trigg nity to not only shovvcase their services of senior running back middle school when he was a
County and Reidland already defense, but also put it to the test Christian Duncan when they freshman and he was ridiculous.
But it's so awesome. I'm happy
this season, with Caldwell also Friday night, when they line up take the field Friday night.
Duncan has been battling a
defeating the Wildcats and opposite Brandon Sigler.
Sigier, who averages 106.9 tweaked hamstring, and is weekHeath. who Murray will host
rushing yards per game and has to-week for the Tigers.
Oct. 22 for Senior Night.
Even though results from recorded eight rushing touch2010 TIGER STATS
Friday night's tilt between the downs in seven games. accordMurray
98 77 41 51 - 267
two Tigers could have ramifica- ing to Duncan, would serve as
30 14
6 - 5C
Opponents
tions on post-season standings the crown jewel in many westfor both schools. Duncan said ern Kentucky showcases.
TEAM STATISTICS
OPP
MHS
"He is an outstanding footthe major focal point in prepara62
First Downs
96
tion for his team has just been ball player," Duncan said. "who
Rushes-Yards 267-1556 170-294
football
would
start
for
any
team
Caldwell
is
their
the fact that
Passing Yards
281
828
Comp-An-Int
12.28-2 61-146-19
in western Kentucky.next opponent.
1798
1118
Total Yards
Sigler's role in the offense is
"It's a huge game in terms of
12-7
Fumbles-Lost
11-5
33-111
Penalties-Yards 46-408
what it will mean after the sea- not limited to just an effective
son." he said. "But, really, it's runner either. Sigler. who draws
just a tremendous game just special attention regardless of
ININVIDUALSTATISNCS
RusYnec - M Deese 90-471 11TD.
because they are our next oppo- where he lines up on the field.
STD, Day's 39-292
Duncan
49-391
nent. We have to take everything has grown into an effective pass
2TD Fields )4-113 2TD. Phillips 15one game at a time. and they catcher as well, aiding the devel77 2TD holland 13-73. K Deese 23opment of senior quarterback
68 TD Cullop 6-39. Stephens 1-30
happen to be that next game."
Humphrey 3-11 TO, Boone 4-3.
Caldwell will attempt to Blake HodgeS and propelling
Skinner 1+21 Lee 4-l-9!
unleash their spread attack on the pair into one of 2A's most
PASSING - K Deese 12-23-1 281 8TD
M Deese 0-1-0 0 Duncan 0-2-1 O.
what has been statistically the dangerous combinations.
Boone 0-2-0
Hodges has been extremely
best defense in Class 2A this
Cherry 4.115 2TD. Foster 3REcovon
efficient through Caldwell's first
season in fvlurray High.
:6 3TD. Stephens 2-54 2TD, M
Deese 1-24 ID, Fields 1-16. Duncan
Averaging an astounding 7.1 seven games, throwing 14
1-0.
points per game this season. touchdowns and just two inter-

AROUND THE STATE

WKU volleyball recovering
after driver suffers heart attack

•Tigers

for him."
Maness' sophomore and junior seasons for Calloway saw a
combined 10-25-3 record, but
the captain said this season's
success has made his first three
years well worth the wait, also
crediting Morris and his staff,
including assistant Trey Vincent,
for the team's quick turnaround
in only Morris' second year as
coach at his alma mater.
"I'm proud of the kid,"
Morris said. "He's worked hard.
...He is the kind of cornerstone
kid that you can build a program
arcound. and he's proven why.
Ttle record kind of seals it up in
the books that he's as good as
everyone says he is. He's a great
kid and deserves everything he
gets."
Calloway will now await the
winner of tonight's MurrayMarshall County match to find
out who their opponent will be
Saturday afternoon when they
go for their first district championship in the program's history.
"I'm just glad we are done
with our first game and we can
just watch them go." Morris said
of tonight's match up between
the Tigers and Marshals.
"Whoever we play. we will be
ready to go, and so either way,
we know we are going to
regionals."

CITIZENSHIP
QUOTATIONS
• What the statesman is most anxious
to produce is a certain moral character
in his fellow citizens,
namely a disposition
to virtue and the performance of virtuous
actions.
— Aristotle
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wants you to share your
photographs of people in
our community at work,
at school and at play.
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Ld_UiLe-:1 1 1 =1*-GRASS CC,Let me show you how good a vacuumed yard can look!
• Vacuuming
• MOVVI ris
• Drainage System
• New Yard Construction
*Aerating/ Overseeding

Nattonai League
Saturday. (Jct. 16
San Franc,scc L ,r,-cer.....,116-1,;” at
Philadelphia (Haltaday 21-10t. 6 57
m
Sunday, Oct. 17
San Francisco (Sanchez 13-91 at
Philadelphia i0swalt 13-13) 7 19 p m
Tuesday, Oct. 19
Philadelphia iHamels 12.11! at San
Francisco ICain 13-111. 3 19 p m
Wednesday, Oct. 20
Philadelphia at San Francrsco 6 57
pm
Thursday, Oct. 21
Phrladelpha at San Francrsco 6 57
p m rt necessary
Saturday, Oct. 23
San Francisco at Philadelphia, 2 57
p m or 6 57 p m
necessary
Sunday, Oct. 24
San Francisco at Philadelphia 6 57
pm
necessary
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All 3 Fleming Locations!

NO ROOM TO SPARE AND FURNITURE.EV

ERYWHEREI

HUGE FLOOR SAMPLE

CLEARANCE

• Hundreds Of Items At Close-out Prices

!

We're Clearing Out, Cleaning Out And Sel
ling Out Our Warehouse Excess Furniture

!

•Overstocks, Floor Samples & One-Of A land Items!
Sale Pricing Om Famou5 Dr-and Name
Furniture For Your Entire Home!

• Whatever You Need To Redecorate Your Home!

Each And Every Close-out Will De Clearly Tagg
ed For Your Quick & Easy Selection!

OUR ENTIRE WAREHOUSE INVENTORY IS

• Living Rooms!
• Sectionals!
• Sofas!
• Motion Furniture!
• Loveseats!
• Rockers!
• Chairs!
• Recliners!
• Sleep Sofas!
• Dining Rooms!
• Tables!
• Dinette Sets!
• Lamps & Pictures! • E3edroom Suites!
• Wall Units!
• Mattress Sets!

rrs DESIGNED AND
INTENDED TO-1,E THE.
MOS.T OUTSTANDING
SAYINGS EYENT IN
THEIR'HISTORY! HURRY
FOR 13-EST SELECTION,

• Chests!
• Daybeds!
• Bunk Beds!
• Curio Cabinets!

SALE PRICES ON

IN ALL SIZES,

CENTERS!

•5-Flece Sete!•7-flece Seel
• Contemporary Scull
•Traditional Sete!

SALE PRICES ON

CURIO CABINETS!

.
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Design
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Available

ft

NAME BRAND.
NUINUFACIVRERS INCLUDED IN
THIS MJUOR EVENT!
• Thotriat•vitte
• Rowe
• Broyht14

•5ertat

•Astilay

•fbaell

Temfair-pe
. dic

•Lane
• Matteson...

To The Elegant And StatelYI
•EVERY DINING ROOM REDUCED!

• n•typi.

wok

Din/1,km of KolLoy VVicagitt,
VI411 att At mortr.floonInqfurroltoor

totc
n coon

1DAYS
ONLY!

PRICE REDUCTIONS! .

IMPORTANT SAVINGS ON

•Sofas!•Lrm,seatal•Chairs
•Sleep Sofa&•Sectionalei
• 2,3 6-Fiece, Suttee & Morel

Do IS SAVE You

stores

SALE PRICES ON

ROCKERS &
RE
CLINERS!
•An !flowage Se:l

.• :„,

ection
At Total 5ale Reductions!

MONEY!

SUPERCENTER 3801 Hinkleville Road
Highway 80 • A Hell, Wee East of 1 24
Paducah, KY 4424455 • 1-800 788-6224
Opie Daily 9 7. Swain 1 S • 96day 10 8
305 North MAia Street. Banton KY
527 3491 • 1 800 591)6224 IP.b.11..1 % la,
451 South 16th Street, Paducah KY
442-44435 • 1 800 450,8224 ragas No 11111
3060 Hwy 641 North, Murray, KY
753 6309 • 1 888-753-83011 be es IA 1.1$ I

•Does Not Apply To Previous Purchases.
Limited Quantdies on Closeout Items hirst
ail items at all

SALE STARTS
10 A.M. THURSDAY

•La-Z-Boy
•Plus Many.
Meaty More

DINING ROOM LIVING ROOM
SUITES!
FURNITURE!
...From The Small And Quaint

AT FLEMING- FURNITURE ALL WE
.1..."visA !!!1

hare.com

and Click on -Email Signup."
Take advantage of Speci
al Promotions.
Special Events and Coupons.

SAVINGS ON
NAME BRAND

DINETTE SETS ENTEIMUNMENT

• Desks!
• Accessories!
• Ent. Centers
• Plus Much More!

Go to
ovvvw f wry rtgfu

SALE PRICES ON
BUY 4,5,6 OR MORE
ROOMFULS OF NEW HOME BEDR
OOM
FURNISHINGS,AND •
SAYE HUNDREDS AND • SUITES!
Open Stock Coll
HUNDREDS OF MARS! • All Styles And ections!
Sizes

SAVINGS ON

REDUCED!
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CLASSIFIEDS
classifiedlomurrayledger.com
INDEX
Leila Malin
*eke
erwessiss
Finencial
Roommate Wanted
Lord And Found
Olelp Warded
Positron Wersed
Cornesnc & ChrMcrae
Starnes. Opportunay
Election..
Computers
Appliance Parts
Ware To Buy
krocies For Sale
Appeances
HOT@ Furnistunos
AM.:sues
Lawn & Garden

ADJUSTMENTS

"Me first insertion ai • .
error Murray Ledger

ttrres witi

responsible for only one incorreci
,,sertion My error should be report
ed immediately so corrections car
be made

196
195
200
210
220
260
270
240
265
300
320
130
340
360
370
362
390
410
425

Faint Equipmenl
memy Ecturornem
Sports Eowornent
Firewood
MU.C81
Volute rome Lois For Sale
Meade Monies For SM.
Motele Nomes For ROO.
Weary Nome Lots For Rent
Business Reams
Apartment. For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Mouses or Rent
Storage Rentals
Cornmercal aropely
Pets & Str344011
Lot...lose a Supplms
Public Sale
S1114 For Rent or Lease

DEADLINES
43C.
435
440
445
450
4 .5
se
470
446
445
492
495
500
510
520
53C
WA
370

Real Estate
lake Property
Lots For Sale
Lots For Beet
Farms For Sate
ALreage
moose. F0c Sale
Uotoryttes ATV s
Auto Perla
Sport Odes vericiei
Used Cers
Jens
tlsed Tiuorrs
Campers
Boats 4 Motors
Sermon °Bored
Free Column
TOD.. %Japans

•

IIS
3•8.50
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Guide/

Smart Sow
Tuesday

Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: S.12 per word per day.

Wednesday
Thursday

1110110un.

FrolaY
Saturday

T1v,12 p.m.

$3.35 pi
I

NI

Ary4

S8.25 First

Tfie publisher maintains the rigIS to reelect

lilt_ •

or edit any.subMilred matter

Fn.101.0
Non. 10 us.
Mon.12p.ra.
Thur. 10 a.m.

t.

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Ashley. Morris or Carrie Stephenson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
010
Let*
/4otics
Tax Rates Levied For School Year 2010-2ril i

schu,1 District

ADVERTISING SALES

Murray Independent 8446
Contact Name Sarah Kaekn
Contact Number ,27m753-4363

the Murray

To the Kentucky Board of Education. Frankfort, KYIn compliance with Kentucky Revised Statute: and the regulations of the
Kentucky Bckird of F,ducation, WP, the board of education of the above named
school district. horebv imbmit for your approval the following tax rates levied 0
,
09'2:V2010

For rates that exceeded compensating and HB 940 tax

rate.. the notice and
hranng requirements of KRS 160 471 /1 7mb,
' published at least twice for two i2 ,
consecutive weeks. in tlo- newspaper ,if largest rirstilation in the county the put,
lit' hearing which shall he heid not less than seven , 7, days nor more than ten 'Iii.
days after the day iliai the second advertisement
.
published.' have been met
An advertisement was placed ID th, Murray Ledger mos,pa pr r ..tl I itl 0.1'20 to .rrpl
09/162010
The public hearing w.held on 09,23(2010

For rates subject to recall. an

additional advertisement was made un virttor .
days of the heanng as required lay KR.S lii0 470 I is, Once the fortv-fice i45, if..
hace passed since the rate was levied. we will send notification of whether a ,,d,d
petition was presented Ita valid petition was presented, we will indicate whether
we intend to place the issue before the voters for approval
If advertisement was required, the rates leviwi do not exceed
advertised.
.
Rate Levied i Please circle type,
Compensating

Sub i I I

(4'',
)

the proposed rate,

Pours, Bill 940

Other

Please enter actual rate below with exoneration amount if applicable.
Ratc

1..,..,r,

Portion Restricted for Building Fund

Total

a

is; 440. KRS tee 476, 17 ll,' ',.L.- 1,....r1

ikas
Rea!
E....tati.

Lornrnitted

52 .-iii

0 10

52 60

to

the

Building

F,.i'd

TI..1.-

includes a minimum of 5 7c
:i 7c FSPK Nickel
5 7g Equalized Growth Nrckel Rile Irv,ett

Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Advertising
Sales
Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include servicing established accounts. developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Nturray and .surrounding areas. You must enjoy
vvorking with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing, or Public Relations
preferred. but not required. Salary will he
based on education and sales experience.
Paid holiday's and vacation. health and dental
plans, salary. plus commission. are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040-Z
N1urray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity

-,2 -.ii

010

Employer

NI, re! Pate leva..i

5.26
,
/
.

Motor Vehicle Rate 54 4 Occupat onal Tax i KRS 160.605i 0 ter
Utility Tax ,KR.S 160 ril 3i 3.0•C Excise Tax , KR.S 160.613r 0.1tri
Does your Utility Gross Receipts lacenne Tax apply to cable services" Yes
*Tangible Property ,See Instructions,

Taxed

I Aircraft - Recreational gr Non-Commercial i KRS 132.200(111i
Watercraft - Non-Commercial OutocfState or Coast Guard
Registered , KRS 132.200119i

.„,,,,,,„en.

_

Superintendent

TAN

9:2:3-10

Richard 14. Crouch

Date

Board Chairperson

Riltir, 1.,:ed iipprio‘..4,1 1,,, the Kent1.44 ,. t

•Jack-O-Lantern
•Cindrella

idvtiniature •Whtte

Wright Farms
2241 Jones
Sparkman Rd
(270)753-6835
(270)227-2289

HUGE

Ouality

Sale,

thousands,

Factory

clearance

AND eam money with

JUST give us a call,
we'll be glad to help
Your loved one we'll

Display Program, Call

try to find

opportunity

to

save

Now 1 -866-352-0469

'Cause we all have
Furry or Feathered

YOUR
VOTE Fon
PIZ'S

Cali 753-1916
LOST on or around
May 5, 2010. Picture of
woman

Dress

Afghan.

Family

in

a

playing

Red

piano

orange

yellow

-

the

Ledger & Times.

a

Paid for by
Michael D. Conley

Here at

Friends

WA NTED

rose

with
buds

Repairs/Upgrades

Community Support Staff
in Benton. KY FT & PT

42025 EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

&

hying. administering

complete
the appropnate documentation, and accompanying
indi%idual to & from
appointments act's tries
S diploma tiED.
valid ()riser's Lisense,
a good drising record and
a clean background arc a
must' EOE Please yubniti
resume
to
kr or fax

DISCLAIMER
When

Mc.

'help warned. c,eitivii
0UI classifieds

value.
!id:3 will he redirected

585-8594

to iohnetwork.com.

LOST: Gold link chain
bracelet at MSU home -

incorrect insertion

Complex

has an operung fur a

be made.

PENNI PUMPKIN
11‘lif

Full-tome

Maintenance

person

Refurbishing

apartments. al! type ol
maintenance

75.44132 • 2934434N,

Murray

Licensing
Class 270-223-0789
REAL Estate

clelo,seadams4 yahoo co

work

on

the apartments. E-mail
resume to P.O. Box
1040-1. Murray.
DOMINOS pizza of
full-time
ers

to

is

now

delivery
work

hinng
dnv-

clostng

shift Drivers must have

and insurance
We also taking applications for assistant manager that can work any
shift Apply in person
No phone caNs please
tion.

considers

its

reliable,

but

inaccuracies do occur.
using

Readers
information

do

their own risk
persons

and

this
so

al

Although

PECO

compa -

Accepting

nies mentioned herein
are believed to be rep The

utable,
Ledger

&

any of its
accept any rt

rty

whatsoever

activities

Murra',.

Benton, KY 42025
EOEJAAE

NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

emURRAY

on the lobnctwork
are

Coins
Collections &
Currency Silver
dollars, halves.
quarters. dunes
old U S

the Muiray Ledger
&
PICLISC
Us
you have any
sluestiiins tegwilling
the Muriay area
listings Iliank you

resumes
All sales careers
& other positions
Send to
P0 Box 363
Murray KY

Randy Brandon

FULL OR PART time
housekeeping

Murray

Apply in
person atter 7:00PM.
No phone calls.

Plaza Lodge

NEW OWNERS
HOME -COOKING
Restaurant

seeking

experienced
fast

reliable

pace

workers

dishwashers,
cooks

and

Day-Shift

grill
waiters

Apply

Seeking

installation & testing of new long term care IS

1970
Phone 270-227-3033

clinical and financial applications Interested
candidates rnust have 1 to 2 years applicallor

OR

Technical

application experience preferred.
We provide an excellent benefit and salarV
package including Health, Vlsion, Dental. and
Retirement interested candrdates may apply by
sending a resume. complete application on-line

Center
ATTN Human Resources
PO Box 1030. Pans. TN 38242
731-644-8472
wwithcrpc-tn,or9
comenghcmc-tnrorg
Equal Opp,- • Employe,
Henry County Medical

apts

Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD #1 -800-648-6056
340

I

Houses F01 Rims
&

aBR

Murray

4109

Lease

deposi

3

and

4BR

&

Houses

required. 753-4109.

Avertable.

1BR. price reduced

Locations.
Coleman RE 270-7539898
3BR, IBA north of
Murray, sitting on 1
acre, garage Deposit
required. 753-0531.

locations.
RE

753-

9898
26R duplex.

No pets.

753-0259
2BR, 2 full bath duplex.
all appliances & washer & dryer. cable &

BEAUTIFUL
solid
wood office desk. (2
metal office desk, filing
cabinets. water cooler.
refrigerator,
microwave, and (2)
loveseats. 753-9038
CHASE Lounger, Love
Seat. & Couch. microfiber, $500 270-2272684

Deposit
270-753-

water

furnished.

$600/month, no pets
753-2225 or 759-1509after 5:00.

3BR, carport.
backyard,
shade,

27°-

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-5C,
753-7668

G&O
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell (270) 293-4183

Rent Free

Calloway (;arden
Essex Downs

9am

4pm

M-F

Apartments

I Ilk & 2f3R .1po,
270-753-85Se
T110 1-801.1-545- 1833
Let. 283 6
.
1:2?
wportunity

Mattress
&
Box
Springs. Oueen, $75
Spring Creek Oaks.
270-759-1839

CAT D4E Dozer,

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt t21S
Murray KY 42071
270-753-5562

dozer

good

excellent
Call 270-

625-8290

gains

FlREWOOD delivered
Call for prices 2931357 or 270-559-1424

Heart of Hazel

and

Trend -N -

Treasures
'or

kids

Free

gifts

Buy

and
270-

appraise coins
753-4161

GIRLS Trundle Bed,
Desk. & Dresser $200
Dorm Refrigerator. like
new $50. Ice Cream
Table with Chairs $30
Coffee Table & End

S'ubseribe to the

Firewood

KELLEY'S
MUSIC
LESSONS
Guitar, Piano,
Drums & more.
Learn Any Song
U Want!!!
Play F3y Earl!,
(270)978-1961

LEDGER &TIMES
I Home Delive7r-Y1
Local Mail
I 3 mo
.$30.00
-$35.00
1 6 mo.
$55.00 3 ino•
$63.00
1 1 yr.
$105.0o 6 mo.
1 yr.
.$110.00
1
1
--4
All (hher Mail
1 Rest ofA KY/TN
Subscriptions
1
e
mo.
$75.00
3mo.
$70 io
6 mu
490.00 6 mo.
596.00
I yr
S120.00 1 yr.
$145.00
Check

S30

Call 270-

Money

Order

Visa

JOHN Deere 316, double bagger mower.
1OWNER Finance**
good condition. runs '
3BR 20A. beautiful
great, with all owners
country setting on 3.5
manuals
270-293acres $2.950 down
)063
$495/mo 3380 Guthrie
King Size Jamison
Rd, Paris
Mattress set. less than
615 '197 1171
I )rr old 270-816-4912

e
e

MI('

1
Name

e
e

1
St Addre,.

I

CitV
•

I State

First Come - First Serve

no

sunroom.

pets, $635/mo

4BR, C/HIA, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS has great bar

Table

Loading Dock of
Murray Ledger & Times

fenced

storage.

293-6070

2BR, C/1-1/A, all appliances. large master
bedroom. deck. & lawn
maintenance Coleman
RE 270-753-9898

1st Fun Ma

C/H/A.

Various

293-7493

Free Pallets

1

Houses

&

Required

rea

downtown

variOuS

at

Rudy's Restaurant

2br

Coleman

Home Furnishings

GOOD Seasoned Fire
Wood For-Sale 270227-2162

Articles
For Sale

experience and haS worked as part of a team

or Associates degree and long term care IS

Monday,

Wednesday. Friday

8Plinneres For Pent

(270)753-1713

condition,

Departr ent Position will assume lead role in

that has installed a new IS system

902 Northwood Cr

320

605 E South 12th st

farm

'Vsterr Also responsible for ongoing support of

8 vOuCherS
Apply at Mur-Car Apts

gold coins. proof

Kubota L175.
270-227-9043
WANT
BUY
TO
Calloway County High
School
Book
Year

Henry County Medical Center is seeking an

2 & 30edroom Apts
We accept Section

2BR, newly remodeled
inside & out. appliances. storage shed.
Otnet. rural setting near
lake. No pets
$580
includes
utilities
Security deposit and
references 227-0004
NICE 2 bedroom, no
pets. 753-9866

WOOD Stove, nearly
new, used 1/2 season,
18ft. double walled
chimney, floor guard.
Over $1.000 new. sell
all for $600 270-753:'804

apartment!

NOW LEASING
1

2BR $295.00
753-6012

WASHER & dryer
(stackable and regular)
Case tracton801 BI,
real estate lots. Will
consider trades. 7534109, 227-1546

cleaner

LARGE 3BR apt,
newty remodeled. on
campus, C/HIA. W&D,
$550 water, sewage &
trash furnished. no
pets. 293-3710 2934600

16X80 3BR, 28A. al
appliances furnished
Private tot. close to
town
ard
school
$450/mo plus deposit
753-7930, 293-1761

753-9075
(270)227-2193

&

You won't find a nicer
or

3259

DIRT
DADDY S
TOP SOIL

washer

Only $550/mo.

sets & minis sets

293-6999

INFORMATION SYSTEMS
APPLICATION ANALYST

dryer

(270)492-82i

1509 Diuguid 1)ri

BuyIng & Selling

Apply online & view addltional details at
swwv.murraystatekobs com
Womeniminonties encouraged to apply
An EEO, Istt/F'D AA employer

includmg

Franklin 16x70, excellent condition, purchased new new ALC,
2BR 2BA 270-328.

information

Full-time Job vacancy at Murray campus:
GrOunds Truck Driver - $7.52/hr

Application Analyst for our Information Systems

through

2BR & Lot. $12.900
270-753-6012

interested in buying
'pace in the mau-,oleum
at
Murray
Memorial
Gardens
Call 270-307-2104 with

STATE UNIVERSITY

ot apply in person
a good drivIng record
dependable transporta -

THE Murray Ledger &

2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S

%ill appear on

this sYebsite
However as a ilitlIttltd
welssite. nix all listing..

Any error should be

so correctoons can

in the State of Kentucky.
Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton

GOOD used air conditioner, stove, refngerator, electric & gas
heater, storm windows.
753-4109

LI:tiult.

coming. 753-0503
sible for only one

APARTMENT

excellent benefit package. Must be licensed

Murray and local Joh

Times will be respon-

sources

270-90,-

to

22N4

their ad for any error.

reported immediately

Britthaven of Benton is currently
accepting applications for a full-time
afternoon LPN position. We also otter an

arla Spencera coniop t‘r

Reward if Found,
'707-

Murray Ledger &

izirk175-,

CASH paid tor
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray

wehpage

the first insertion of

Times

daily [Ring

the deselopmeni

niurrayledger Corti.

Advertisers are

ANT1OUES. Call Larry
753-3633

a%atlable'

Responsibiline, include
assisting w

44

EXCEPTIONALLY
nice, large 1 bedroom
Ail appliances including
washe.
&
dryer
$385/mo.
270-7595885. 270-293-7085
Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric btrt,
water, trash. and furnish
all
applianceS

1996 Spiral 3BR, 2BA
Mobile Home on rental
lot. Can May or move
270-227-0423

TEMPUR-PEDIC-BED
Queen Deluxe with
adjustable base, infinite head and toot positions, and a soothing
wave massage system
Must sell due to down
sizing. 270-354-6878

L

759.3556
1 40
WAN to Buy

the State of Kentucky

Apply in person si Brinhaven of Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton, KY

opportunities

wired.

WARD-ELN1NS

lent benefit package Must be licensed in

mental disabilities is curseeking

Insulated

sheetrock, vinyl Siding,
metal roof $3,500 obo
270-978-0984
RICH top soil. red gravel for sale 210-3781
559-2032

Computers

Service/Sales

rend)

way. t,edroom or office

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APpLiANCES

MDM COMPUTERS

des clop -

14x64 Mobile Home, 6
lots deep well & septic.
12x18 screened porch.
big add on 270-4362614

L APPkances

VVe offer competrtive wages and an excel-

Option-

NEW 10x14 home
addition used for entry

Lease

Int . a national non-pnifii

heirlooms with

sentimental
requested to check

usiness
Opportunity

•Calk F17
1

Date

medication and

16x24,

2030. 30x60, Amazing

Local company seeking General Technician
Must be able to comptete routine maintenance
lobs. install. diagnose and repair
PCs /computer equipment. Please submit
resume to KLOC, 620 S. 4th Street. Murray
KY 42071. Resumes must be recenzed
by 10/31/10.

dedicated to empowering

ty

Lott and Found

bottom? Give
me a call 731-336
l891

_ __9-21p.

of independent communi-

. 050

Buildings, Save

Do you need your

Britthaven of Benton is currently accepting
applications for the following position.
RN afternoon shift Monday - Friday.

skills

Steel

Super Cleaning

J 1,

indis'duals w

*Small Sugar EPre)

RETIRED MILITARY
SPOUSE
SEEKING
HOUSES/OFFiCES
TO CLEAN 270-227.4502

I \

COMMUNITY

PUMP10)48

GET THIS IX]
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

I

Board ,f- Edlication tot, i /doh,- b. 2010

020
Notice

Exempted

KY Registered Child
Care Provider has
openings tor children
ages 6 months to 5
years
Reasonable
Rates' Call 270-2930374

house cleaned top to

09/1112003
5.7c Original Cr,wth
09/11,200:i

LOCAL company has
anmediate opening for
window cleaning and
power washing techniclan. Must have clean
driving record. pass
drug test. love working
outdoors. and take
pride :n your work.
Starts at $91-rt. Mail
resume PO Box 1521.
Murray. Fax 270-7537264.

meimm
IV SA

1

Zip_

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to

1

-e
e

Murray Ledger & Times;
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or tall (270i 753-1916

-

2B • thursda%.

CI.A.SSIFILDs

tither 14. 2010

Hit!dale Apartments

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

KLISIJIDATION AU
, CTION)
i Sat. Oct. 16th At 10:00 A.M.
Graven Motors - MIL AN, TN

Saturday, October 23rd 2010 g 10:00 AM
Hwy. 464 & Burne Rd , Kirksey, KY 42054

".-LL.L.A.L._'-MMLLA-ALL.L.a.
FRIDAY

for 1. 2 & 3 bedroom

II •••• 11W
W ••• ,or IIIMP
1r • • •
1.1 1 I I
• 1"1•1111111111 0,.
1 I•
• ••••
I,• II
•

MULTI-FAMILY GARAGE SALE
4% ERWIN (OFF 94 WEST)

noN% taking applications

NIurra Ledger & I ime.

7:00-5:00

SATURDAY

7:00-12:00

Call (270)437-4113

YARD SALE
1519 ALMO RD

GARAGE SALE
1305 SYCAMORE
FRIDAY
SATURDAY
7:00-7
No Early Sales
los ot old glasswa'
Pictures. lamps
lcrtri refngerator,
amputer desk. TV.
Chnstrnas. dishes.
:P•re chair.
e •tems

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Secunts alarmed

r

•We rent U-Hauis
753-9600

ON 464 EAST. ON RIGHT
ENTRANCE OF OLD ALMO

MULTI-FAMILY YARD SALE
91 JOSEPH DRIVE'

3-FAMILY
OFF CHARLIE MILLER ROAD

YARD SALE

Commence!Prop. For Rent

131 NORTH DR.
Office Space For Rent
Commercial Property
'617 HWY 121 North
or by-pass beside A
Cut Above Call 27°293-0670

SATURDAY

7:00-1:00

FRIDAY

.Barbies. Barbie House, Polly.
Pocket's. Size 40 Men's Jeans

No Sales

Furniture, & Lots Morel

Before 7:00am

1/2 Pnte After 12.00!

ALMO

Too Much

Pots & Sup*:

To Mention'
DOG Obedience
270)436-2858

tars Sale

GARAGE SALE

Full-Blootlec
Chocolate
Lat
Puppies 5100 270978-'672
T-Cup
Female
Poodles Registered
$425 270-519-4472

1707 JOHNSON
BLVD.
OFF DOFiAN RD
BEHIND MRS
FRIDAY
7:00-2.00
SATURDAY
7:00-12:00
household aerns.
accessories for the
home. winter boots.
clothes. ladies P-L.
mens XL. lots of
mist

YORKIE Puppies. tiny,
ACA registered, home
raised. vet checked.
health
guaranteed
5500-$600. 270-43E5508. 270-293-5508

BIG YARD SALE
38 CAMBRIDGE DR
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:00-?
ladies cicthes 1X-2X.
narnebrand shoes.
pictures. knickknacks Christmas
tterns. rugs. silk
Rowers. new items
St each. nice stufft

40C
Turd Sale

YARD SALE

YARD SALE
1009 PAYNE ST.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-?
Furniture Clothes
(infant - adult) &

MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE
505 S. 6TH ST.
FRIDAY ONLY
8:00-3:00
baby clothes INB24Mol. babi items
toddler toys. boys
clothes, glass Isome
old), craft items,
seasonal decorations. bedding. &
Lots More'

Misc

HUGE
MOVING SALE
'175 ROBERTSON
ROAD NORTH
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-7
bed. bathroom
vanity. computer desk.
dishes. cookware
bedspreads. linens
adult clothes. home
deco!. tools, jewelry
Lots More'

SUBSCRIBE

Service Department - Mechanic & Shop Tools
Balks Complete Finishing Paint Booth
System. 10 Double Entry Doors. Ptus Side
Passage Door • Benwil 12.000 Lb 4 Post Lift
wAndependent 6.000 Lb Front & Rear A xlie
Lifts • Challenger 9.000 Lb 2 Plus Litt • Four Weaver 9.000 Lb 2 Post Lifts • Challenger
12 000 Lb 4 Post Lift eri Oil Drain • Hunter
Road Force Tire Balancer • Pro Cut On-Car
Brake Lathe • Ammco Brake Lathe Turning
Lab. Two Portables. ACR 2000 Refrigerant
Service Solution Station • Diagnostic - KAI.Center • Rom Clamp Tire Mount Machine •
Miller SPX Special Tools 8405 • Evaporate
Emission Leak Detector • Kent-Moore
Evaporate Emission System Tester • Trans
Flo Transmission Flush • Gas Caddy • Snap
On AVR Battery & Alternator Tester • Battery
Chargers • Transmission Jacks • Parts
Washer • Shop Tables • Work Tables • Shop
Cherry Picker • Shop Fans • 250 Gallon Oil
Tank • Jack And Motor Stands • Hundreds Of
Service Manuals • Mechanic Tool Sets • Parts
Bins • Shop Air Compressors And On & ON
Hundreds Of Like New
'Essential Speciality Tools Cased Sets
'78 Chevy 1 Ton waloIrnes 480 Wrecker Bed.
Plus Holmes Rear Wheel Lift • 93 Dodge
Dakota Service Truck
Parts. Parts 8 More Parts -- New"
Thousands Of Delco And Mope, New Parts
Every Part Imaginable - Up To 2009 Models!
Hundreds Of New Body Shop Parts
Molding. Chrome. Trim. Head Lights. Tail
Lights. Bumpers Hub Caps. Rims. Hitches
Many Office - Shotiv Room Items
Large 2 Door 61x40 Safe 28" Depth • Sofa's
& Side Chairs • Office Desk • Office Chairs •
Key Cabinet • Raffte Ticket Cage • Amish
Made Oak Vendors Cart "Like New • Prints •
Curio Cabinets •Advertising Clocks. One
Neon • Office Supplies • Metal Storage
Cabinets • Display Cases
LOTS OF MISCELLANEOUS FROM 42 YEAR S
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
Ronnie Graves At 731-686-3336
COVPLETE SETTLEBENT DAY OF SALE' 8Milt LF-ERS A MUST,'

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

2267 ROB

521 MIDWAY RD

MASON ROAD

J

rn AUCT01191 NA BUTKO
-FANCY FAKIR- 270-6234466
7.'• ,'z'C .A` 930

TNE111M1 2291

AUCTION

Ronald Burton AuctioneefONP101
731-707-8367 or 731-247-5293

"Large Or Small We Sell It Alt"
430

YARD SALE

FRIDAY &
1

YARD SALE
1300 STORY AVE
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
293-3815
bluejean sofa.
antiques. pictures.
curtains. rugs. !pod.
books. nice decorative dems, clothes.
summer & winter
gins 18-14i ladiet;
ci,)thes toys iewelry

Check us out
OP the Web!
30IH 4'1eh

I

y

I, /0

r 44?

We Otter:
•All Size Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 Whitnell Ave • 753-3853

MC Storage
10 X 10 and 10 X 20
Lights and Electricity
24/7 Surveillance
1900 N. 12th St.
Behind Murray Business Center

M-2905

MOVING IN SALE
HOUSE TOO SMALL

460
Homes For Sale
New 24
Bedroom homes in
Ri‘erfield Estates.
Real Properly
Profes.sionals
293-7872

635 S. 4TH ST.

ESTATE SALE
2954 WADESBORO
ROAD SOUTH
BENTON
SATURDAY
8:00-5:00
Beds Dresser. Lawn
Equipment.
Appliances.
Furniture
Everything
Must Go!

SATURDAY
8:00-?

5513 ST. RT. 121N
Something

REDUCED Priced for
quick sale New energy
efficient. 3BR. 2BA 2car garage. 2,240 sq
ft cathedral ceilings.
concrete
driveway.
large lot. No city taxes.
Lots of energy rebates.
210-3781 559-2032

FRIDAY
For
8:00-2:00
Furniture. Glider

Everyone,

Rocker, Dining Room
Set. & Lots More
Nice Stuff,

MULTI-FAMILY

YARD SALE
602 PINE ST.
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
A!! Day
Too Much
To Mention'

AEISOLUTE PERSONAL
PROPERTY'AUCTION
SATURDAY. OCTOBER 16. 2010 AT 10:00 AM AT 5435
641 S.. MURRAY COMMISSIONED THE DAN MILLER

yarn let off. deacon's bench. old San buggy type seat. ladder hack
chairs. church pews. oak T.A'. table. old screen door. ts pan,: w allows. 8 hole gun cabinet. cherry open LiCe hUta. mond he e;ed
glass patio table with 4 chairs. 3 old hay rake wheel.. dog irons.
gyps!, dye pat, coal bucket. lard & milk cans.
solid core 36doors. nice old dining table with sell starting leat. lea! grinder.
upholstered smivel rocker, alunimuni doors. VS Ford wheel cover.
iutomatic washer & dryer. built in dishwasher. mer the counter
microwake. small table with turned legs. 5H.P. from line tiller .
charcoal grill. sliding door with track. nice 3 speed bicycle. many
aher items not listed.
ktti repomible tor accidents

Lunt it 11 at itthit•

For more Information and your auction needs phone -

DAN MLLER (270)435-4144. DARRELL BEANE 4354420
TERRY D. PASCHALL 767.9223 AUCTIONEERS
www.danmillerauctioneer.com
-My Service Doesn't CoSt, it Pays"

111,129 8133 CARDINAL RIDGE LANE. MURRAY KY 42071
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4 DUPLEXES.5 Nhje/LE HOME LOTS &
5.174 ACRES SELLING IN 5 TRACTS!
GREAT INVESTAIRr OPPORTUNITY! OUTSTANDING LOCATION JUST 4 MBES FROM
MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY! EXCELLENT BUILDING LOTS, MURRAY CoTY WATER'
SEPTIC TANKS ON EACH CURRENT DUPLEX li MOBILE HUME on'
REAL ESTATE TRACTS- TRACI i•
TRVT 1' 44 st 79 & ili
Cardinal Ridge one ','

TRACT 4'
TRACT 5'

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

HUGE INSIDE
MOVING SALE
NEW CONCORD RD
121S. 1/MILE FROM
TN STATE LINE,
TURN ON
HENDERSON RD
3RD HOUSE ON
LEFT
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
8:00-?
Wurlitzer Piano &
Much Much More,

We Finance
holiandmotorsales com
270-7534461
BRAND new 3BR 2BA
2 Ca, garage. Custom
Brick
home
in
Briarcrest Subdivision.
Hardwood
Floors.
Formal dining. custom
cabinets. open flour
plan with lots of natural
light. Approx. 1800 SF
Living. Call for your
private showing 270753-2905

HOUSE and
ACREAGE 2 5 acres
3BR. 62'x37' half basement.
workshop
20420'
5160,000
Phone (2701 492-8419
HOUSE FOR SALE.
KIRKSEY 3BR 2BA.
30'X40'
detached
garage 588.500 Call
489-6110 after 6pm or
leave message

VACAN i LOTS HAVE SEPTIC TANKS GREAT POTENTIAL Full MORE
DUPLEXES, POTENTIAL YEARLY INCOME FOR DUPLEXES & LOTS IS
S43.800.00, REAL ESTATE WILL SELL AT h 00 PM ABSOLUTE TO THE
HIGHEST BIDDER REGARDLESS OF PRICEI AUCTION HELD CN SITE,
BUY iNDIVIOUAL TRACTS OR THE ENTiRE PROPERTY..
OPEN HOUSE Thursday, October 2Ist 5 30 6 30 PM
VISIT HARRISAUCTIONSJCONI FOR MORE PHOTOS!
REAL ESTVI

2003
Springdale 30ft

No,
$10.900 293-4602
530
Services Offerer!

DUPLEX
for sale.
$83.000 Non-smoking
New wiring. plumbing
and
roof
Great
Income 2,400 sq ft
753-9887.

Houses. Pat
Decks, &Clew
• Dnveways.
Fences & SI

Call Today '
Free Esttm
270-562-2.

LEARN TO
in Murra,
Professional

lnstructio
*Flight Revi
*Discovery F

(270)873-2
(270)925-5

PICK L
ncas
Scrap
laatra Sawa,
Sail, Meta Maw,
ent C
Fair
,
, 270-293-5
HAWS'
MAN1AGE
•

759-1151 • 29
293-278

REAL ESTATIE
& AUCTION
.
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Special to tl
A dedicati
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recentl
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honor and
James. .loe P;
the plaque to
Lola. James h
Office ?Man
('alloway Ci
1957 and co:
she began em
in 1951 as a
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ALMO
FRIDAY. &

Pressure Wa

Thursday, October 28th, 2010 4 6:00 PM
49,61, 79,81.101

THURSDAY.
SATURDAY
Antique Upright
Piano. Couch.
Camping Items
Home Decor. 8
Much More,

From
Painting'
Bathroom
Kitchen
Decks to Fe
We Do It
No Job To S
'270-117
or visit-our
-

•

•

95 POINT DR

something
for free?
e %sill run it one (lay
for free.
73:i- 1916

Giving away

111111.11111T15110101NMON
111
~
A lair ir Lad 11
ober Polimistsil Aiselkame

3111.1 St Rt. 49 *kw* • 9toyfiehl. Kt 421161i
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YARD SALE
HUGE 5-FAMILY
YARD SALE
6 ROBINS CT.
ACROSS FROM
wESTSiDE
FiAPTiST CHURCH
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
6.00-12:00
Bit of Everything'
Clothes all sizes.
oaby. maternity, otos
sizes furniture &
Mu • More

eamaimies.eisemenumi,ffsew
memoranuom,legamoicreum
en NIASIR.SIANIVAILNIIIHR

.
. .
-.11btoltite Real Estate Auction .

BURTON AUOT1ON COMPANY

Real Estate

TO Listl

tivi •10.; ti a]

NIE IIIIMIL roolevoienew •itgam ass

NEE(
TER? Carl 2
0011 ask tor
Sr College
work with the
disabled. the c
mentally disat

ir,

8:00-1:00

Items, & Misc

MUIR"
S IR F,AL IESTATE
CTION
&

270-753-

FLAWLE
FINISH

HIGHLIGHTS
Entertainment center, wood comer cabinet nice wardrobe. kitchen table &
chairs. old rocker. glass showcase, old wood wardrobe, 2 old antique :ast
iron cook stoves, old cast new king stove. 3 natural gas heaters. old
kerosene 3 burner stove. slot machine. old Indian dolls. nice Lane trunk
several old (NI and kerosene lamps. wood yard decorations, old metal cab,nets, several wall clocks, old bicycles. nice 2 piece China cabinet
TOOLS Gas powered post hole digger. MED rear tine tiller. 2 geneiators
Craftsman roll around tool chest. Craftsman 10 table saw. Crattsman radial arm saw. chain saws. lawnmower. nail guns. buffers. drills, and lig saws.
lots of hand tools Lots of boxes not gone through. to many items to list
TERMS OF SALE Cash or Check with proper aa
4. .4,
nOun.
..ersse

7:00-5:00

Paving. Sea
& Hann
• TONI! TR

LIMNS DETAILS & PINIOTOSI

WSIT IMIRRIMOCTONS.COM Fait

_

TRA
ASPH

Oak high back bed. 6 press back chairs. 3 spindle hack plank
tom chairs. other old press back chairs. child's rocker. split hick ,
ry ladder back chairs. odd bed & chest. nice Ethan Allen sofa. n.,
tures & frames. set of speal foot & head board twin beds.
drop lead table with 4 walnut chairs. round oak table with 4 pr,
back chairs. table with 4 ladder back chairs. lot of old wood he,:
iron bed. 7' pieces ot I- thick marble. iron baby bed. lot ot
rocking chairs for repair. 3 old trcdal sewing machines. camel hack
i
DE
. & flat top trunks. old kitchen table. old told up day bed %kith turned
legs. old cabinet base. old kanity. oak princess dresser. walnut
nw
rocker cane back. can bottom chairs. nice old spinning V. heel. old

From Murray take 641 North to Hardin. turn right on 402 gi.) to 4-way stop
sign. tum left, go 1 mile. Auction is on left Frorr Benton take Murray HWY
7 miles. the Auction is on the right

SATURDAY

Too Much

'IS, it 1
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REAL ESTATE TRACTS Tract 1' • •
htro•
- Tr4o t•
•
- Tract 5'

FREE ESTIM

SATURDAY OCTOBER 16. 2010 AT 10:00AM
3410 MURRAY HWY.
BENTON. KY
SEL LNG PERSONAL PROPERTY FOR JO ANN PRICE

FRIDAY &

Christmas

APPLiANCE R
SERVICE &

nor,

Ssup:

JAMES
-R. CASH
Re

FRIDAY

LOtS of

From Mayfieto

,
,
r;,`,

AUCTION COMPANY TO SELL THE REMAINDER OF HIS
FURNITURE REGARDLESS OF PRICE.

DIRECTIONS

1709 OLIVE ST
FRIDAY
7:00-2:00
uniforms, china
dolls. glassware.
linens. curtains,
,
ousehold items.
sports equipment.
toys. children s
• books Lexmark
printer. HP scanner.
lawn items. holiday
glassware. clothing
& More!

ACRES
IN 7 TRACTS &
COMBINATIONS! •

Highlights - jainesrcash.com
For Pictures & More Details!

r

s Clothes

Yard Sale

NIAES
J&I.
AHNI-s 1 OR.AGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
t ormir
& Glendale.
II1X10 525 101.15 HO
12701436-2524
12701292-6906

•

Equipment Men 8 Women s Clothes

400

360
Storage Pentais

r,r

Horne Decor Antiques Exercise

Tuesday & Friday 9-4
Wed. 12-8• TDD 711

Li

L

530
See. es Oft

74.238

I A/for 42 Years Of Dealership
Chevrolet - Poimac - Buick Jeep Chrysler
4040 North 1 st Street •• H W Y 45E North"
k

Nlurra

rIbiff Rellossaagl

270-247-3253• 270-475-4800•SOO-3804318

Business Oft)
hung JUNI ouf •
Office in th,
A1CCI-1. Nur
friends anent.
mg the cerer
late Lola Jan
non and lo
Calloway Col

Horosci
HAITI BIR
Fins year. in,
this transion
NOU
ha% C a tender
yourself II y
Oct to know i
II you are atl
interest. draw

Services Offered
L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guarante

753-1816 2:27-861
YOUR AD
COULD BE
IIERE FOR
024LY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753.1916

The Star% S

711122IMO
You can count on the
moct experienced
in West ky.
403
Taylor Trail
753-7728
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling Clean
out garages, gutters
punk & tree work

Hill Electric
sin., lase,
24 HOUR SERVKE
Hes.. Coin &
Licensed &
All robs - big or snuili

753-9562
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
CHASE Futrell Lawn Care 8yrs exp. 2938814

ADAMS Home
Improvement
Additions. Remodeling.
Rooting. Vinyl Siding.
Laminate
Floors.
Repairs, workers comp
Insured
227-2617
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming
removal
stL,mr. yrindIng fireweed Ir,ured 4892839

ARIES (Marc
**** Whet
07 a change
your s and c
and christen

TAURUS(Ag
**** You c
want your rei
make a Mien
GEMINI (Mal
***** Po,
everyone thic

cdgetr N. I imes

‘Itirra

I.e4ger &

1N 1 IILDs

ink..

Thursda, October 14. 2010 • 3B

-Email us at

530

Services Offered

SUDOKU

classifies ti rnurraykskyir.com

[Concepts Sudo:Wu

RES
ACTS &
ATIONS! •

7
marig

APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
,270i 293-8726 OR
'59-5534
Chuck Van Burer

Services Offered

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Paintinii to

Stockwell Exteriors

we it

ailable

Hati Proof. Tax Rebatp
Energy Star

(2701227-6283

.No Job To Small
'270-S73-9MS
or yisirour website
keritoieftlallA
ISIBKOLfirMiSocim
FREE ESTIMATES

The Last Roof You
Will Eve^ Neea!
4
I

'141
Concrete Rep-,
No rob toc srir

Houses. Patios &
Decks. Sidewalks A
• Driveways. Vinyl

Handyman Work
Ci!dclJob Repairs.,
Home. Auto.
Carpenkry Light

3 CRETE, LLC

FLAWLESS
FINISH
Pressure Washing

Tyler N.f9rdock • 293-177.2
Dt.spia% Hours 400-110

Electncal
Yards &
Much More
No Job Too Small.

270-293-7971
www.3creteiic com

4acob
270-97843278

Appliance
Repair.

NOIVIETCYWN
TREE SERVICE .
insured Reeabie
& Dependabte
. Free EsOrnates
Reln0,,a/
t'ee

Fertes & Siding
Ca// Today For A
Free Estimate!
270-562-2228

ALL VIANDS
LEARN TO FLY

Ward Elkins

in Murray
Professional Flight

270-753-1713
•

YEARRY S
Service
Free
mates Phone
2562. 227-0267

Ce4 em.291-44as,

Rome 270437-,3044
HOMETOWN
. TREE SEB`JICE

Tree
esti436-

(270)925-53871
O'BRYAN TREE
& DEBRIS
• Locally owned
.ted
and opera
I • Free Estimate-

PICK UP

270-293-5624
HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT
.kup.
permed
759-1151 • 293-2783

293-2784

•Lic & Ins
2.70-703-1021
.270-703-4005
Johhny O'Bryan
ROOFING
Licensed
fully
and
insureci.
Home
Adam's
Improvement
270-227-2617

LAWN Care Service
Reasonable
rates.
starting at S15 27°753-2405

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING
-commercial 8,
Residential
*Asphalt Insfa6tion
. & Maintenance
40 yrs experience
(270)759-0501

5:00 PM
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STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

StfItICOS Mend

Hamilton Granite
& Marble
3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087

7

2

v,„,p4

••

. From Drywall &

(270)873-2098

r„ T
co. iny

N;4tiot' -44"

11111111.
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Instruction
*Flight Review
*Discovery Flight

6
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solid core 3hi
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CUSTOM BUILT
iSCIP

DO YOU NEED A SITTER') Call 270-759(301). ask for Thomas
Sr College trained to
work with the geriatnc
disabled. the developmentally disabled. or
mentally chal
the

%IA AT 5435
kN MILLER
IDER OF HIS
ICE.

5

8

)r. •

_
Mar,

Stakeeling
& lifsebeg
• rosiv TRAVIS
270-753-2279

Decks to Fencing
We Do tt AV'

Answer to previc us puzzle
2 3 4 6 5 9 7 1 8
7 8 6 4 1 3 9 2 5
9 5 1 8 2 7 6 4 3
3 6 9 2 4 8 5 7 1
8 7 5 1 9 6 4 3 2
1 4 2 3 7 5 8 9 6
4 2 8 7 6 1 3 5 9
6 9 7 5 3 2 1 8 4
5 1 3 9 8 4 2 6 7

4

"I'RAVIS
ASIPHALT

Bathrooms &
Kitchens

9

ADVERTISERS You
can place a 25-word
classified ad in 70
Kentucky newspapers
for as little as $250
with one order. one
payment For information contact the classified department of th,s
newspaper or call KPS
1-502-223-8821
DIVORCE vvitn or without Children S125
With FREE name
change documents
and marital settlement
agreement. Fast and
Easy. Call us 24hrs,
7days. 1-888-7890198.

SAWMILLSLumberMate-Pro handles logs 34' diameter.
mills boards 28' wide
Automated quickcycle-sawing increases
efficiency up to 40°.'
www NorwoodSawmills
com.300N 1-800-661
7746 Ext 300N

AUCTIONS
Auction Saturday
October 16th. 9:00AM
Tractors, combines.
farm equipment.
Hartland Equipment
Inventory Reduction
Three Springs Rd.
Bowling Green KY
www.millsauctions.com
Mills Real Estate
Auction 270-237-7625
BUSINESS SERVICES
FREE HD FOR LIFE,
Only on DISH
NeNvork, Lowest Price
in America' $24 99,mo
for over 120 Channels,
S500 Bonus! 1-866240-38-44
EQUIPMENT FOR
SALE
NEW Norwocx:1

ment assistance
Turban reimbursement
available. Accredited
BBB Delta Career
Academy Mt. Sterling.
KY 859-498-9988.
800-883-0171.

Play Where the
Hooters Tour plays
Cherry Blossom Goff
Course in Georgetown,
rated the number one
public course in
Kentucky Call 502570-9849 for tee

times

FINANCIAL
IT'S YOUR MONEY'
Lump sums paid for
structured settlement
or fixed annuity payments Rapid high
payouts Call J G
Wentworth 1 866-2948772 A.. Better
Business Bureau rating

WWW.CounDivorceServ

icecom

ING GOODS
Sale, CDL Training
starting at $1995! wiA
approved. Job place-

HEALTHCARE
Hernia Repair? Did
yOu receive a
Composix Kugel Mesh
Patch between 19992007. If patch was
remo,,ed due to complications of bowel perforation. abdominal
wall tears. puncture of
abdominal organs or
intestinal fistulae, you
may be entitled to
compensation
Attorney Charles
Johnson 1-800-5355727
HELP vVANTED
Established 19 yr.
company seeking traveling sales rep. Gore
Mon-Fn. Company
avg. pays $910." wk.
Call 1-800-225-6368.
ext. 333 www brechtpacific.com
INSTRUCTIONAL

MEDICAL HELP
WANTED
Experienced phiebotomists. paramedics.
MD s. LPN s, MA s
needed fcr part-time
Mobile Insurance
Examinations S20-35.'
exam. KY. Southern
IN Detail oriented.
independent contractor
work. E-rnail resume:
grad insightbb com
MISCELLANEOUS
AIRLINES ARE HIRING - Train for high
paying Aviation Career
FAA approved program Financial aid if
qualified - Job placement assistance CALL
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance 888-2072053

TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
$1000.00 Sign On
Bonus Class-A CDL
Drivers Van. Flatbed,
Teams, Local
(Georgetown,
Lexington. and
Campbellsville Area)
Sign-On Bonus does
not apply to local dnvers. Full Benefit
Package Home
Weekly. Safety Bonus.
Call Linda 1 -502-8630108 ext 403 1-80°860-0889
CALL NOW, BIH
Trocking Company,'
International Truck
Dnving School Now
takino Students! No
CDL, No probleml
STATE WIA PROGRAM if qualified, or
Financing available.
888-780-5539

ATTEND COLLEGE
ONLINE from Home.
'Medical. 'Business.
•Paraiegal,
'Accounting. 'Criminal
Justice. Job placement
assistance Cornputer
available. Financial Aid
if qualified. Call 866460-9765
www.CenturaOnline.co

OTR Western
Express 888-8015295

SPORTING,"SPORT-

Driver- CDL-A Top
Hometime, Solos &

COL-A Dnvers. Lots of
Extras' High Moles/
Great Pay, New 2011
Freightliner Cascadias.
Performance Bonus.

$500 Sign-On for
Flatbed. CDL-A,6mo.

Teams_ Highest Team
Pay CDL-A with yr
recent OTR reqd 80°942-2104 ext 238 or
243. wwwtotalms cam
Driver- Great Miles!
NO Touch Freight! No
forced NEI NYC,
6months OTR expenence. No felony." DUI
last 5 years. Solos
wanted. New team pay
packages! 877-74E/6262. vwirveptl-inc.com
DRiVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW, For
TMC & WERNER No
Experience needed
Train in 16 days at
Truck Amenca Training
Avg. 1st yr. Income
S38.000 Tuition
Financing Available
(502)955-6388 or
(8661244-3644
Drivers- CDL TrainingCAREER CENTRAL
We train and EMPLOY
you. Company dnvers
up to 40K first year.
New team pay! Up to
.4scimiie. Class-A
COL Training. Regional
Locations! 877-3697192 www.centralanvingjobs.net
Drtvers- CDL-A S2.000
Sign-On Bonus, Start
up to 42 CPM Good
Home Time and
Benefits OTR
Experience required
No felonies. Lease
Purchase Available.
800-441-4271 xKY- 100

REO'D. Outstanding
pay & benefits' Cali a
recruiter Today' 8T7484-3061 www oakleytransport.corn
Drivers- Regional Van

Drivers 35-37 corn
based on experience
BCBS Benefits package Home EVERY
week COL-A with 1
year experience
required Call 888-3628608 or apply at
www aventtcareers.co
m. Equal Opportunity
Employer
Experienced Reefer_
Tanker. Flatbed Drivers
Needed! Pnmes
Incredible Freight network offers you. *Great
Pay & Benefits
'Steady Freight. Call
Prime today! 1-80°249-9591
wwwpnmeinc.corn
Flatbed Drivers' Horne
EVERY Weekf
*Modern equipment
*Average weekly pay
S1.000+. •Paid vacation and nolidays
CDL-A with 1 yr T T
experience required 1888-WORK-4-US
wwwaventtcareers.co
m EOE
Summitt Trucking is
hiring COL-A Solos &
Teams' Miles.
Hometime, Benefits &
Assigned Trucks! Min
age 23 w."' 24 mons
exp. vviww.summitt.com
or 1-866-333-5333

Drivers- F000
TANKER Dnvers
Needed OTR positions available NOW,
CDL-A w, Tanker

113AY KY 42071

rim -

Dedication
ceremony
held at MCCH

Local agency recognized as
top tier home care provider

Special to the Ledger
dediN'all011

OTS &
CTS!
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ir CUP WATEIV
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49 61 79 & 81
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lervices Offered

IS Home
vement

)rs Remodeling.
Vinyl Siding.
ate
Floors.
rs. workers comp

517

TREWS Tree
Service
ling.
removal.
grinding. fireInsured 489-

tX1C111011.N

Was

Murray at
recently
held
C'alloway C'ounty Hospital in
honor and memory of Lola
James. Joe Pat James purchased
the plaque to honor his late wife.
Lola. James became the Business
Office Manager 41 N.lurray Calloway. County Hospital in
1957 and continued until 1992.
she began employment at NIC'CII
in 1951 aS an employee in the
Business Office. The plaque w.as
hung just out,ide of the BUSIIICss
Office in the North Timor of
MCCH. Numerou, family and
friends attended and spoke during the ceremony to honor the
i-, Li, p'L.,oeu
late Lola James and hei dedicaPictured, from left to right are Sandy Craig. June Vanover. Joe Pat James, husband of Lola
tion and loyalty to MurrayJames, Marty Pace, Carla Talley, Davanna Woods. Peggy Smith. Barbara Potts. Pat Swift,
Callow ay Count Hospital
Linda Norsworthy. and Kathy Wade. Business Office Employees at MCCH

Special to the Ledger
Intrepid USA Healthcare
Services in Murray has been
named to the 2010 HomeCare
Elite. a compilation of the topperforming home health agencies in the United States. This is
the third time the agency has
been recognized as a HomeCare
Elite provider.
The 2010 HomeCare Elite is
the only performance recognition of its kind in the home
health industry. This annual
review, sponsored by OCS
HomeCare and DecisionElealth,
identities the top 25 percent of
agencies nationwide and further
highlights the top 100 and top
500 agencies overall. Winners
are ranked by. an analysis of performance measures in quality.
outcomes. quality improvement
and financial performance.
Intrepid USA has 15 agencies on

Horoscope
HAITI BIRTHDAY for Friday. Oct. 15. 2010:
111:111,N opportunitie. evolve. pointing to a Tiev,. direction,
! 111,„1,,
irairsiormaiiiiii could involve your dad)111.e. you ha"
interests: ou might decide to make one of them a hostiles.. You
lia‘,.• tendenLy to overeat and go to extremes. Take good care of
yourself. II you Are single. se% era' people could light up y11111Get IO know each person better before deciding that anyone is right!
It- you are attached. the two of y.ou could share a new pastime or
interest. drawing y.ou closer. AQUARIUS alv,ay s whips up the fun.
The Stars Shiw the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-1)11.1iitic:: 4\yerage. 2-So-sot I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Whether it ts the knowledge that the weekend is heading in
o7 a change in the planets. you don't care. You feel empowered Dot
your s and cross your t's before you leave work Gather with others
and christen this weekend. Tonight. Let the fun begirt.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Y011 certainly will need to focus on the here and now Others
want your remedies and solutions. Please share them. as they do
make a difference. Tonight: Not feeling as carefree as you might like.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Pull back in order to gain a complete perspective. Not
everyone thinks in terms like you The broader your outlook and the

the 2010 list. including Murray.
Intrepid USA Administrator
Karen Jackson credits the
agency's commitment to providing the highest quality of care
for the company's ability to rank
among the HomeCare Elite.
"We are honored to be recognized among the top in our
industry.- Jackson said. "We
have an outstanding tearn ot
dedicated professionals who are
vigilant about providing world
class care to our patients.Located at 1616 Highway
121 North in Murray. Intrepid
USA provides home health care
and rehabilitation services.
Intrepid employs more than
1.8(X) personnel nationwide and
operates 70 locations in 21
states. For more information
about Intrepid USA or its services. please v isit w.wwintrepidusa.com or call 753-1434.

try Jacqueline Bigar
more ernpathy you express the more likely you will find an agreement_ Tonight: Opt for the unusual.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You might want to relate to a key associate directly but
can't Work on the basic issues. Be a better listener, and absorb new
information with care. Listen to what is being shared. Tonight. Oneon-one time.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Be an efficiency expert and get as much done as posSible
early on. You will want to be more innovative and dynamic in your
choices. Positively greet a partner's sometimes odd ideas Clear out
as much work as possible Tonight: Let your hair down It has been
a very wild week.

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Others challenge you but might not intend to upset you.
Use their input more positively than in the past You'll see a matter
very differently if you do. and allow for an unusual resolution Tonight:
Relax in your favorite manner.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** You could feel swamped by an overwhelming amount of
requests. You might not want to handle a personal matter as you
have in the past Let go and flow. Lose your iudgments for a day.
Tonight: Finally, time to be yourself.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You know what others need. The choice is lust how much
you want or need to help them Be aware of what is going on here
A family member can be quite alluring. but do you want to get
involved? Tonight: Others are happy to find you.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You smile and come out ahead of the game. You know
what is needed_ Though you can be quite assertive and direct, you
also are capable of a mini-revolution if need be. In your head, you
iustity this behavior with ''you gotta do what you gotta do.'' Tonight:
On top of your game.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Rest assured that there are many different approaches to a
money matter. The smart move is to weigh the pros and cons. Could
you be too optimistic about one set of options? Tonight: You will know
exactly what to do Have funl
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You could be slightly overwhelmed by an opportunity_ You
could try to push someone to do something your way. Know what you
want before creating a rot of uproar. You are all smiles during the day.
Tonight. Do only what you want.

BORN TODAY

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov 21)
***** Accomplishment demands unusual creativity and answers.

Philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche (1844) former Chrysler chairman
Lee Iacocca (1924), Duchess of York Sarah Ferguson 0959)

You come up with many ideas, which head in from out of left field. Be
willing to test them out on others. A new love interest or child could
be overwhelming. Tonight. Head on home.

Jacqueline Bigar is on the Internet at www.jacguelinebigar.com.
(c) 2010 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Looking Back
Ten y.ears ago
Farmer SLott
1.100
acres ot corn yielded about 150
bushels an acre. about 10 to 15
bushels higher than normal and
a big change from the droughtstunted crop a year ago.
The Murray Board of Education has v oted to contribute
S40.000 toward the construction
of two soccer fields at the athletic complex being built at Murray High School
Middle Tennessee State handed the Murray' State women's
soccer team a 3-0 loss Friday
at Cutchin field.
Tu.enty y.ears *go
Murray ranked 48th overall
in "Retirement Places Ratedreleased Monday by PrenticeHall Press. who now produces
the annuLl catalog
Members of the Kentucky
Society of Daughter% of the American Rev olution met with LBL
Manager Charles D.(Buzz) Buffington to plan an Oct. 2i historical marker placement at Futrell
Cemetery in LBL. Ivy Rogers
and Lillian Daw.son joined Virginia Alexander and Lucille Witty
to plan the ceremony. The marker will be placed at the grave
or Revolutionary War Soldier
Nathan Fun:el.
Thirty years agn
Murray is still in the running
to he the IleW home of National Boy Scout Museum At least
one or two of the original four
sites have been eliminated, but
Murray remains under active con.sideration.
Pvt. Charles R. Rogers recently completed a tracked-vehicle
mechanic course at U.S. Army
Armor School. Fort Knox.
William S. Major. retired pollution control engineer. spoke at
a meeting of Murray Rotary. Club.
Murray States football Players of the Week. are Vernon
Broadnas. Jeff Lancaster and
Ronald Hopkins_
Forty years ago

Recently
reported
births
include 'a hoy to Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Bell
Algie Graves Jr. and Bobby
Vvrilliams were inducted into United States Army in the October
draft call. according to Mrs.
Gussie Adams, executive secretary. of Local Board No. 10 of
Selective Service. They are now.
in training at Fort Campbell.
Ralph Joy. director of Leadership Development Academy of
National Education Association,
spoke at a meeting of First District Education Association held
Oct. 9 at Murray State College_
Fifty years ago
'The bid of S277.0(X.I to Hal
Perry of Benton for construction
of a new gym at Calloway County High School has been
approved, according to Buron
Jeffrey, superintendent of Calloway County Schools.
Dean J. Matt Sparkman. Dr.
Harry M. Sparks and Vernon E.
Shown of Murray State College,
attended a meeting of National
Education Association on Rural
Education in Louisville.
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Harvey., Mrs. Lucille Ross and Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Pat Jone, of Murray Hospital attended a joint meeting of West Kentucky and Blue
Grass Hospital Association held
at Mammoth Cave National Park.
Sixty years ago
Mrs. Herbert Halpert directed a program presented at a dinner meeting of Murray Branch
of American Association of University' Women held at National
Hotel.
The second case of polio has
been reported in Calloway County. It is Frances Armstrong of
Lynn Grove. Bobby Marshall was
the first case reported in the
county.
Tom Wikstrom. violinist, and
Mildred Parsons. pianist. entered
with a musical program of Murray Rotary Club at a meeting at
Murray Woman's Club House.

COMICS/ FEATURES
Couple flirts with marriage
for a second time around
DEAR ABBY: Do you have
any data on the success of remarrying your ex -spouse! After being
married to my husband for 25
years. vie divorted due to his
infidelity We have been divorced
for eight years and have had no
contact
A family member's funeral
brought
us
face-to-face
again. and we
have been in
touch
ever
since. Neither
of us has
remarried or
been in a relationship We
realize that
Dear Abby we still have
feelings for
each
other
By Abigail
and have disVan Buren
cussed remarry ing in the future.
I love him. but I'm wary of
being hurt again. What do you
think? Does remarrying your ex
ever work? -- HAVING SECOND
(TIME) THOUGHTS
DEAR
SECOND
THOUGHTS: It can work. provided you're both willing to deal
with the issues that broke you up
in the first place. by that. I mean
that you must be ready to examine whether there was something
missing in the marriage that caused
your husband to cheat, or whether
he has a character flaw and would
repeat his infidel it y.
I strongly. recommend you do
this with the assistance of a licenseci
marriage counselor. If you both
go through the process, reiniurying your ex could work. If you
don't. you would be courting another dose of heartache.
DEAR ABBY: I have been
dating "Nick' for ntore than a
year. We have both been married
before -- Nick's a widower. anci
I am divorced. He says he cares
for me. but doesn't feel passion-

••••••

DEAR ABBY: I have been
going through photo albums recently. Oh, the joy of seeing all those
familiar faces again! However.
when I turned the pictures over
to verify people's last names and
the dates they were taken, I was
disappointed to find them blank.
The vacations depicted in the
photos were wonderful. and I'm
sure I thought we'd never forget
the year. But the years go by....
So this is a renunder to take the
time to label the back of photos
with pertment information. Believe
me, it will be appreciated in later
years. -- SHUTTERBUG IN
CANON CITY, COLO.
DEAR SHUTTERBUG: The
situation you describe ts one that
countless people have experienced
-- and something folks often don't
think about until it is too late.
Thank you for the timely. suggestion. It's one that I hope readers
will make the time to follow.
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READER:
Plantar Wails
are
hewn
Dr. Gott growths
caused by the
human papilBy
Dr Peter GOtt lomavirus (of
which there
are more than 100 types), which
enters the body through cuts or
breaks in the skin. These lesions
present as small. hard humps and
are most commonly found on pressure points on the heels or halls of
the feet.
The virus can spread from person
to person simply through touching
or scratching. Because each person's imniune system responds differently. some people may not be
troubled by warts. while others.
such as you, are extremely hampered by them.
Treatment is not necessary, in all
ca_ses. When intervention is appropriate because of pain or lesions. a
physician may choose cryotherapy
(freezing). With this treatment. liquid nitrogen is applied directly' to
the warts, sometimes a blister
forms. and the dead tissue sloughs
off in a week or more.'This therapy'
can cause pain, so for this reason it
isn't commonly used for young
children. Other options include prescription cream. laser surgery,
immunotherapy and cutting avway

of the warts
On the home front, over-the counter salicylic-acid solution oi
patches, duct tape and cryotherapy
products are available. There are a
number of hrands available. but it
the medication or patch is used. it
should be a 40 percent salic)licacid solution. Dtpa-tape therapy
involves covering the wart for
about a week. then soaking the area
in warm water This is fLillowed by
gently rubbing the lesion with a
pumice stone or emery board. The
process may require repeating once
or twice before it is entirely gone_
Cryotherapy products are also
available without prescription.
however. they don't appear to be as
effective as the freezing process
done in a physician's office.
There are preventive steps people
can take to reduce thetr risk of getting plantar warts. Initially. keep
your feet clean and dry', %ince warts
thrive in a damp, warm environment. Wear flip-flops or another
form of foot coverage when around
public swimming pools or in kx:ker
1-00MS. Wash your hands thoroughly after touching any warts. Avoid
direct contact with another person•s
feet or hands if they have warts. It
you use an emery board or pumice
stone to file off lesions, do not use
that same equipment on your fingernails.
To provide related information. 1
am sending you a copy of my
Health Report "Compelling Horne
Remedies." Other readers who
would like a copy should send a
self-addressed stamped No. lo
envelope and a S2 check or money
order payable to Newsletter and
mailed to Newsletter, PO. Box 167.
Wickliffe. OH 44092-0167. Be SW
to mention the title or print an order
form
off
my
websitc
at
www.AskDrCrottIVID.com.

Travel
Necessities
Are in the
Bag
Dear Readers: As a road
warrior of far
too
many
years,
I've
bY
come up with
Heloise
a few hints
along
the
way. 011C of my favorites i:. my
"BED BAG." It's a clear. zippered
cosmetics case that goes beside
the bed when I travel. Here's my
checklist of must-haves:
* A small jingle bell on a red
ribbon to hang on the hotel door
as my travel security alarm. Even
with the door locked and latched,
you can't be too safe.
* Two mini flashlights.
* Two -- yes, two -- travel
alarm clocks. Can't miss an earlya.m. TV show.
* Earniugs (several sets).
* Sewing kit from the hotel.
Always put it in your luggage.
* From nty mother: Men's socks
to use as an cyc mask. Most eye
masks have elastic banding that
can be too tight or can leave
marks on y.our face. She used just
one sock. with the heel portion
on the nose and thc other parts

covering the eyes. I stitched a
pair of socks together: they. drape
over my eyes and bloc.k out the
light.
* Lavender essential oil, to use
in the evening to relieve stress
and help you relax for a good night's
sleep.
Heloise
NAME BADGE
Dear Heloise: I lost nry plastic name badge for an organization I belong to and was resigned
to ordenng another one. Today I
found it in my clothes dryer.
attached firmly to the side of the
tumbler by its magnet. It had gone
through every drying cycle for
two months and was still in perfect condition. So. next time I
lose it. I will know where to look
first! -- Elizabeth, via e-mail
It's amazing how many things
get "lost" in the dryer! -- Heloise
SHOWERING
WITH
STITCHES
Dear Heloise: My husband had
a total shoulder replacement. When
it came time to shower, I placed
a large sheet of plastic wrap that
seals over the incision The plastic wrap stuck to the skin and
did not allow one drop of water
under it. This is a far better solution to keeping body parts dry in
the shower than plastic bags. etc.
-- Laura from Florida

DRY-CLE,ANER PLASTIC
BAGS
Dear lielnise: I used to toss
ine plasm. bag that dry cleaners
put around clothes. until I read
about !UM MUch plasti-; ends up
in trash dumps or the ocean. where
birds and fish often ingest
Now
I stuff the hags -- and other scraps
of plastic -- our, empty bottles
that have screw-on cap+. It may
not reduce the total amount 01
plastic, hut it prevents damage to
defenseless creatures. -- Jay in
Newport Beach. Calif.
EASY CALL
Dear Heloise: I tied a big,
fluffy string to my husband's cell
phone to hang around his neck
while he was convalescing at home
When lie needed me, he called
our hottie phone. I could hear it
better than any other type of bell.
-- A Reader in Abilene, Texas
Send a money-saving or timesaving hint to Heloise, P.0_ Box
795000. San Antonio, TX 782795000, or you can fax it to I-210HELOISE or e-mail it to
Heloisetat)Heloise.com. 1 can't
answer your letter personally but
will use the best hints received
in my column.
te12010 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

Crosswords
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COMING UP ON DANCING
WITH THE HAS-SEEN5'..

DEAR DR.GOTT: i 4111 seeing a
dermatologist tor plantar warts on
the tops and bottoms of my feet fie
is using a combination of acid and
freezing. This is painful. and I have
difficulties walking. even two
weeks after treatments that are
every three
weeks.
Is
there
anything else I
can do'

Hints From Holoise
Bell XS-1 (later X-11 rocket plane
over Muroc Dry Lake in California.
In 1987, a 58-hour drama began
in Midland, Texa.s. as I8-monthold Jessica McClure slid 22 feet
down an abandoned well at a private day care center: she was rescocci on Oct 16.
Five years ago: The Treasury
Department reported that the federal deficit hit $319 billion for
the budget year just ended, down
from the previous year. but still
the third highest.

Et A E3 Y E3 L_ L1 ESC)
SEE,IT'S JOST
awat OF
K-tANES
tituEvol"bac

Plantar-wart remedies
sought

ate about me. nor does "love"
describe how he feels ;NMI MC.
We are intimate. arc great
friends and spend almost every
day together. He treats me great.
dates no one else and I can he
myself around him. But am I
cheating myself by accepting the
status quo? Our tntimate times
aren't satisfying because of the
lack of emotional ties. hut I'm
torn because I enjoy his company. I am confused. Any words of
wisdom, Abby'? -- NOT QUITE
EMU-LED
DEAR NOT QUITE FULFILLED: You and !slick are friends
with benefits. Because you have
no future with him beyond what
you have now. and because intimacy with him is not satisfying
because of his inability tor refusal)
to emotionally commit -- I'd have
to say he's reaping more of the
benefits. The status quo is a subsutute for what you really. want,
and yes, you are cheating yourself.

Today In History
By The Associated Press
ings.
Today is Thursday. Oct. 14,
In 1912. Theodore Roosevelt.
the 287th day of 2010. There are campaigning for the presidency.
78 days left in the year.
was shot in the chest in MilwauToday's Highlight in History:
kee. Despite the wound. he went
On Oct. 14, 1960. the idea of ahead with a ,
.cheduled speech.
a Peace Corps was suggested by
In 1944. Gerrnan Field tirfarDemocratic presidential candidate shal Erwin Rommel committed
John F. Kennedy to an audience suicide iather than face execution
of students at the University' of for allegedly conspiring against
Michigan in Ann Arbor.
Adolf Hitler.
On this date:
In 1947, Air Force test pilot
In 1066, Normans under Charles E. ("Chuck-) Yeager
William the Conqueror defeated (YAr-guri broke the sound barhe English at the Battle of Hast- rier as he flew the experimental
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ACROSS
1
5
10
12
13
14
15
16
18
20
21
23
24
26
28
29
31
32
36
39
40
41
43
44
45
46

Tag-sale label
Spili over
Sensational
Golfer Pavin
Lion group
Wonder-land visitor
Brood watcher
Peerless example
Spanish region
Santa —, California
Meat-rating org.
Hosp workers
Heredity unit
Speaker's place
Naughty act
Bar order
Easter find
Fit tor farming
Tale with a moral
Crater part
Humble
Safari sight
Add zest to
Fencing weapon
Place
Refuse

33
34
35
37
38
42

Buy off
Sheet material
Atlanta university
Sailing
Crook
Possessed
HASSLE
ISCiAM
AVATAR
TOGA
SALAMI
AMEN
RECIPE.'
BASS
CLASS
0U
S,CIENCE
A D
P A N
D0E
TIPPING
GUM
START
PORE
N I EC EA.'
JADE
ARARAT
EGGS
SILICA
BOOT
T_EMPER

NEW CROSSWORD DOOM Send S4 75 cheek in o I to
Thomas Joseph Book 2. PO. Box 536475, Oilaodo FL 32853-6475
1

4

113

5
11

6

P

4

34

35

12

DOWN
1
2
3

First letter
More certain
One of Chekhov's "Three

Sisters"
FolE441`.1L/1-S.CD

And so, Andy and
Olaf set off once.
abgrooitnhteor fsinpidk et e r

This time,however,
I provided them with
an experienced guide
to show them the way.

3

14

15

116

18

4
5
6
7
8
9
11
17
19
22
24
25
27
28
30

"Ice Age" sloth
Surgery reminder
''Damn Yankees' role
Folding skill
Plate refill
Wild laughers
Ousts
Plus
Colt creation
Fans
Ethernet unit
Personalize. in a way
— glance
Flower parts
'2001' cornputer

17

19

20
32

2

20
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31

36

33
37
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